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FOREST SURVEY FIELD MANUAL FOR

TIlE NORTHEASTERN STATES

Prepared by

Forest Survey Staff
Northeastern Forest Experiment Station

INTRODUCTION

These instructions cover the following phases of Forest In-

ventory procedure in the Northeastern States:

i. Classification of lend ownership
Aerial photo interpretation
Selection, location, and examination of field plots
Forest type mapping

-5. Preparation of progress reports
6. Checking

The subject matter or data collected are largely dictated by

National Forest Survey standards set up in reports of meetings held

during November 1945, May 1946, id October 1947. Generally, data

collected in addition to those required are indicated in the national

standards as desirable optional material.

The sizes of the various plots, the detailed measurements re-

quired for sample and tally trees, and the prescribed precision of

measurements appear to be desirable on the basis of our present

knowledge.



Plans call for maintaining the data on forest areas end timber

volumes by remeasuring a sample of the field plots established in the

initial surveyo If new aerial photos are available, same of the photo

plots used in the initial survey may be again interpreted and classi- V

fiede Provision for remeasuremonts has been the controlling factor in

a number of the practices specified in these instructions.

Crews will generally be made up of a party chief and an assistant,

usually called a compasaman. The party chief is responsible for accom-

plishment, accuracy of observations and measurements, and for correctly

recording all data0 He is responsible for the care and proper use of

equipment, and safety of the crew0



CLASSIFICATION OF LAND OWNERSHIP

The ownership of forest land will be determined to provide data

for planning purposes. The collection of ownership information will be

the responsibility of the field supervisor.

Areas in public ownership, and where possible, industrial hold-

ings will be delineated on USGS topographic maps. This will serve as

a basis for the ownership classification of photo plots at the tine

interpretation is made of the photo plots.

Authentic or up-to-date records of land ownership are often meager

or nonexistent, so considerable research will have to be carried on to

ferret out reliable information. Some sources of information are State

planning boards, tax asessor's reoords Federal offices (Forest Service,

War Department, Park Service, Indian offices, et al), Forest Service

Timber Resource Review, Bureau of the Census, State forest service, and

large private companies. Also, some private individuals have collected

valuable information on ownership that may be made available for our use.

At the same tine forest land ownership is classified, data will

be obtained on the location and acreage of areas vithdrawn from commer-

cial timber production. This provides the basis for setting aside, as

noncommercial, areas of productive forest land actually withdrawn from

commercial use for parks, preserves, wilderness areas, or some other use

that prohibits the ramoval of timber for commercial purposes.

Nonproductive forest located within reserved areas will be noted,

(see Form 8), as well as that outside the reserved areas.



Objective and Extent of Classifications

The land ownership study is the first stop in Forest Survey field

work. The objectives ares

To provide data on the area of productive forest land

withdrawn from commercial timber production.

"Withdrawn" or "reserved" forest land is productive forest lend

that has been withdrawn from timber utilization through statute, ordi-

nance, or adninistrative order. It includes National parks, recreational

areas within National forests and in some oases, State parks, wildlife

refuges, and municipal watershed forests,

To provide infonnation on the area and volume held by

various types of public and private landowners.

The awnership classes recognized, and their codes, are as follows:

1 - National forest

2 - Indian reservations

3 - National parks

4 - Other Federal

5 - State

6 - County and municipal

7 - Farm woodland

BA Industrial ownerships exceeding 50,000 acres

8B Industrial ownerships from 5,000 to 50,000 acres

9 - Other private

Acreage data for the a:bove classes will be collected on a county

basis. Where such a breakdown is not readily availablo an estimto will

be made of the distribution by counties. These data will be recorded on



Forest Survey Form No. 8. The acreage of "withdrawn" productive forest

laud is absolutely essential by counties, and must be on hand before

punched-card tabulations can be made.

Ownership classes 1 to 5 inclusive and when possible 6, SA, and

8B will be plotted on USGS topographic maps. These maps will show the

total area owned in each of the above classes, and in addition, the re-

served or withdrawn areas. (A map legend is given in the Appendix,

page 127). It is not intended that a great deal of tine be spent in

trying to delineate small holdings or scattered larger holdings; sniall

ownerships (less than 500 acres) will be disregarded. With this map

available the fLoldmon will classify ownership when P.1. plots fall

within one of the delineated areas Even though farm woodlands caumot

be shown on the ownership map, it is still important that the fieldmen

so classify a plot when it definitely appears to be in a farm woodland.

"The above, holds true with any other ownership class, whether or not it

is shown on the map.

Use of Forest Survey Form No. 8

Detailed ownership data will be recorded on Forest Survey Form 8

(see Appendix, page 128. instructions by headings for completing this

form are as fo1lowg

State (code).--Enter applicable State code. Codes are given in

the Appendix, page 77.

Aent.--Record agent responsible for the administration of the

area. Individual State forests, State parks, National forests, game

reserves, large private company, etc., should be recorded separately.



Sheet No.-& separate series of consecutive numbers should be

used for each owriorship class.

Dato...'-Record data information is obtained.

Recorder,-Enter initials of person collecting the data.

Countyo--Indioato applicable county code. Codes are given in

the Appendix pages 77-80.

Total area.--Enter the gross acreage of the ownership in the

county under consideration,

Nonforest,--Enter acreage of nonforest land included in "Total

area",

Forest land.--

Total - Enter total acreage of forest land. This includes

both nonproductive and productive forest land.

Nonproductive Record the acreage of "reserved" and "not

reserved" nonproductive forest land in columns provided.

Productive Record the acreage of "reserved" and "not

reserved" productive forest land in columns provided.

Total0--Enter totals of individual columns.

Source of in.formation,-o-Note the source or sources from which

the data wore obtained, and the date of the ownership datc, such

as "of June 30, 1952".



.ABRIA.L PHOTO INTERPRETATION

Aerial photographs are recognized as a oonvanient tool that, wh.

used to best advantage, will help furnish imforination about forests.

Various classes of timber may be identified in far less time and at less

cost than is required by ground methods alone. Techniques for inter-

preting forest area and timber vol.nne by volume classes are explained

later. The amount of benefits derived from the use of photos depends

upon the proper application of these techniques.

In. this survey the use of photos enables us to make more detailed

and accurate classifications of forest stands. Hence, the results may

be compiled inmoredetail and for smaller units of area.

Preparation of Aerial Photos

Usually all photo interpretation plots will be located on the

photos by the Upper Darby office prior to turning the photos over to the

field crews. The number of plots on a photo varies with the scale and

with the sampling design for the survey unit. The photos on which plots

have been located appear as in figures 1, 2, and 3. The locations of

the plot centers are indicated by the intersection of the extended hori-

zontal and vertical lines.

Plots are to be identified by photo and numbered consecutively,

starting with "one", from right to left, and by rows from top to bottom.

All plots should be numbered in. this inarnier regardless of whether

they are inside or outside the project, unit, county, or State boundary.

The top of the photo is established by holding the photo so that the

project designation is in the proper position f or reading. Generally,

the photo designations appear on the top of the photos but, in some



projects the designations may appear on the bottom of the print.

In figures 1, 2, and 3, the plot nnbers are shown under each

plot. These nurxibers will not appear on the contact print. The photo

designation in figure 1 is MD-3.-66.

MD-3
0

0''-Prstcrp1 ponD

12.

Oç- Con jLl9ät6 ,brInelpl
pofflt

Fig. 1

NY-O.I-gi

Fig0 2

Fig0 14

NY-301-5Sq7

Fig, 3

Principal points and. conjugate principal points may be indicated

on photos as small circles. The principal point represents the center

of the print and the conjugate principal points represent corresponding

points on overlapping photography0 These points are used to aline prints

for stereoscopic study and must not be confused with plot locations.

In addition to, and before locating the proper nwnber of plots,

the Upper Barby office will compute the average effective area of the

photos and delineate project botdaries. These t*o steps provide the

basis for eliminating excess photos and prevents the inclusion of plots

falling outside the project (see figure 4). The average scale at sea

level for the project or for portions of the project will be calculated

for use in photo interpretation.

This plot will not be photo-
interpreted since it falls
outside the project.



Assignment and Tuning of Photo Interpretation

All fieldmen will do photo interpretation follawing a suitable

training period. Training of personnel in photo interpretation will

be the responsibility of the field supervisor. Before being permitted

to record photo classifications, the trainee vdll practice photo in-

terpretation and demonstrate accuracy satisfactory to the field super

visor. Generally this job should be done during periods when effective

field work is inipossible.

To insure progressive improvement, photo interpretation should

not be done too far ahead of field work. When a photo interpreter

encounters a new photo project or changed field conditions he should

make sufficient field examination with photos in hand to insure a high

standard of accuracy.

Photo Interpretation Technique

The methods used in photo interpretation will depend largely

upon the experience of the fieldman. In general, two procedures will

be followed: (1) estimates based upon photo measurements and (2) ocular

estimates based upon. experience. Field en should use ocular estimates

sparingly until they have proved their competence.

One of the major factors affecting accurate photo interpretation

is the interpreter' s 1iowledge of the scale of the photos with which

he is working. Average photo scales at sea level will be provided for

the photo interpreter's use by the Upper Darby office. Photo interpre-

ters should calculate or estimate photo scales to the nearest 1,000 in

representative fraction for every plot measured.
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Photo scales ii,fluonce plot size and other measurements when

fixed templates are used. The field supervisor will see that each man

is supplied with all necessary templates. The table on page 82 in the

Appendix shows the area that the 1/5-acre templet for 1:20,000 will
0

cover at other photo scales. A graph illustrating the change in photo I
scale for different ground elevations and focal lengths is included in

the Appendix, page 83 for the interpreter' a use.

Classifications - Definitions and Codes

All data obtained from the study of photo plots will be recorded

on Form 4, "Photo Plot Interpretation" (see Appendix, page 129). Carbon

copies will be retained in the field. Original photo interpretation

plot record sheets for a county will be sent with the corresponding tree

tally sheets to Upper Darby as soon as all field plots for.the county

have been taken. Following are instructions governing the use of this

form and definitions of data to be recorded

Photo Plot Identification

State and County.--Enter the applicable codes in these spaces.

Codes are given in Appendix, pages 77-8O

Interpreter.--Enter initials of photo interpreter.

Code.--This space should be disregarded by the field men. It
4

will be used by the computation section to code the name of photo

interpreters.

Year-Month-Day0--Enter the date of photo interpretation.

UniteEhiter the unit number given in appendix, pages 77-8O.



Sheet No.--Forin 4s will be numbered consecutively for each

county at the time the photos are interpreted. Data for more

than one county will not appear on a single sheet.

Project Designation, Roll, and Photo Number.--These should

be recorded in the appropriate columns. Project designations may

be entered only once on each sheet unless there are two or more

projects involved. These items appear on each print. As an

example MD-3--66 appearing on a print would be interpreted as

foil ows:

Project designation
3 - Roll number
66 - Photo number

Coded photo no.--Thjs column should be disregarded by the

field men. It will be used by the compilation section to code

complex photo project designations.

Plot no.--Record the number of the plot as determined by its

position on the photo relative to other plots, see page .

Density.--'Density or stand stocking is based upon an ocular

estimate of the density or percent of ground area covered by the

crowns of tree species in the stand where the plot falls. The

Percent of Crown Closure Scale developed by the Central States

Station will be used as a guide.

Four crovn closure classes based upon the percent of ground

covered by the vertical projection of the tree crowns will be

recognized. These classes with their codes are:

1 Less than 10 percent
- 10 percent through 39 percent

3 - 40 percent through 69 percent
4 - 70 percent through 100 percent

-11-



Ownership.--The maps prepared in the ownership study are the

basis for recording ownerships on Form 4. In addition, it will

sometimes be possible to recognize farm woodland from the photos.

Ythen this can be done, plots falling in farm woodland areas should

be so coded on the P.1. sheet. tPVithdravflht or "reserved" land, as

shown by the ownership ntaps, will be coded as 0 preceded by the

code number showing the type of ownership. For example, a National

park withdrawn from timber use will be entered as fl30U The code

number will be entered in the proper space on the record sheet.

Ownership codes are given on page Ii..

Ownership code for a P.1. plot selected as a field plot will

be changed, if necessary, to agree with the actual ownership as

obtained by the field crew,

Land classification Forest vs. Nonforest.--Forest land is

land bearing forest growth, or land from which the forest has

been removed, but shows evidence of recent forest occupancy and

is not now in other uses.

Nonforest land includes land that has never supported forest

growth, land from which more than 90 percent of the forest has

been removed and is now in other use such as cultivation, pasture,

or industrial, and all land within the thickly populated parts of

municipalities and suburban areas.

Any acre of land which is in cultivation or pasture will not

be considered forest unless 10 percent of the acre appears to be

covered by tree canopy. Present use and condition is the key to

- 12 -.



the classification of pasture or cropland. Such lands not now

used for pasture or cultivation (i.e., idle) should be considered

as forest land if at least 10 percent stocked with trees. Such

lands that are less than 10 percent stocked will be classed as

nonforest land.

As smaller trees may not be distinguishable on the photos,

actual forest canopy is generally heavier than it appears on the

photos. Narrow belts of trees such as fence rows and narrow

stream margin strips less than 120 feet wide and small groups

of trees loss than 1 acre in area will be considered nonforest

when surrounded by nomforest lend. Where a plot center falls

in a strip of forest land less than 120 feet wide, and that

strip of forest land is connected to a larger area, of forest,

the plot center should be moved so that the plot will fall

entirely within the forest area.

Fields, roads kept open by use or maintenance, marshes,

bare rocks, quarries, coal strippings, gravel pits, and

abandoned roads where the pavement remains are examples of

nonforest land. The land enclosed within the right-of-ways

of power lines, highways, and railroads that are not abandoned

is nonforest land. Foot and horse trails through forest land,

even if left open through use oz maintenance, tnporary woods

roads, and skid roads in the woods are considered forest land.

Strips of nonforest land less than 120 feet wide or nonforest

areas less than 1 acre surrounded by forest will be classified

as forest.

- 13



Forest Classification Cubic-foot volume class.--A cubic-foot

volume classification will be assigned to each photo plot. The

applicable code will be entered in the appropriate space. Codes

and definitions are, given below. The classification is determined

by measurements or ocular study of visible crovn diameter, tree

heights, and density of the stand on an acre that encloses the

plot center. When a small forested area is composed of more than

one volume class, but each class is less than 1 acre in size, the

location of the plot center will indicate the volume class to be

recognized.

The photo interpreter should classify the stand as he expects

it to appear on the ground, except that he should not estimate

changes involinne class due to fire or cutting since the date of

the photography.

Since it is impossible to determine the percent of cull

directly from the photos, all stands will be classified on a

gross volume basis.

Following are the classes -to be recognized and their codes:

(see definition, page 12 )

- 14 -

Cubicfoot Gross eubicfoot Cubic-foot volume

volume class volume per acre per 1/5 acre plot

1 2,500 or more 500 or more
2 1,900 - 2,500 380 - 500
3 1,250 - 1,900 250 - 380
4 600 1,250 120 - 250
5 400 600 80 - 120
6 200 400 40 - 80
7 100 - 200 20 - 40

8 0- 100 0 - 20

9 Nonproductive Nonproductive
(see 'definition page 39 )

0 Nonf ore st Nonforest



Nonforest olassification.-.-Nonforest plots will be further

classified as:.

Productive agriculture
Water
Swamps and other nonproductive open areas, such
as bare rocks, dunes, beaches, and mine spoil
banks.
Urban amid other areas, active roads, railroads,
amid power line right-of-ys.
idle land.

Stand area.--Stand area is the contiguous area occupied by the

volume class group of which the plot center is a part. Following

are the groupings of detailed classes that make up the broad cubic-

foot volume classes.

Group 1 - Includes cu.ft. volume class 1, 2, and 3
Group 2 - Includes cu.ft. volume class 4, 5, amid 6
Group 3 - includes ou.ft. volume class 7 and 8
Group 4 - Includes cuoft. volume class 9

The photo interpreter will record the proper code to indicate

the acreage included in the stand. The three acreage classes to

be recognized with their codes are:

1 - Less than 11 acres
2 - 11 through 50 acres
3 - Over 50 acres

Plamitations.--In addition to a cubic-foot volume clessification,

plots falling in plantatis will be designated by a "P" in the

column provided.

Watershed .--Refer to watershed index sheet prepared for each

State amid record by code the minor watershed in which the photo

plot is located. Do not use the major watershed code. Watershed

codes are given in Appendix, page 107.

- 15 -
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Field Plot,--nter the applicable code in the appropriate space

for each photo plot that has been selected for field sampling.

Code 1 Growtth field plot
Code 3 Regular field plot

P.1, Mds,Tho accuracy with which stands can be classified

will depend upan the ability of the interpreter to make accurate

measurements on the photos and upon the sonithiess of his judgment.

Experience has shown that the dominant species or species group

present on the area being examined can be determined with relative

assurance. Tree heights and visible cr0-an widths can be measured

within usable limits. These measuraents have a sufficiently close

correlation ith volume to facilitate relatively accurate estimates

of stand sizes

Spaces are provided on the Photo Plot Interpretation Sheet to

record forest type, tree height, visible crown diameter, and cal-

culated plot volume, These columns are provided primarily for the

use of fieldmen during their training period. As the men become

proficient photo interpreters, the use of these columns may be

dropped at the discretion of the field supervisor.

Forest Typed--Following are the broad forest types to be

recoguized and their codes

1 - Softwood Softwoods 75 percent or more of
visible crown space of stand.

2 Softwood-hardwood Softwoods 5O'74 percent of visible
crown space of stand.

3 - Hardwood'-softwood Softwoods 25-49 percent of visible
crown space cxi stand.

4 - Hardwood Softwoods less than 25 percent of
visible crown space of stand.



If local knowledge or the type of film used will permit the

identification of the more detailed forest types used in growid

classification, the proper code sibol appearing on pagelo2 should

be entered. Nhere pictures from infra-red fiLm with minus blue

filter are available, more detailed forest type classification

should be possible than on the panchroinatic prints.

Height.--The average total height of the five tallest trees

should be recorded to the nearest 10 feet for stands. For example,

5.0 feet through 14.9 feet would be recorded as 10 feet; 15.0 feet

through 24.9 feet would be recorded as 20 feet. Heights will be

determined with the use of parallax and shadow wedges. The use of

these wedges is explained in Forest Survey Note No. 1, "Use of the

Parallax Wedge in Measuring Tree Heights on Vertical Aerial Photo-

graphs", and Station Paper No. 12, "Estimating Tree Heights from

Shadows on Vertical Aerial Photographs", by Earl J. Rogers.

Crown Diaineter.--The diameters of visible crowns of trees for

which height measurements were taken will be measured on the

photographs with a shadow wedge by carefully fitting the crovi

area between the lines of the wedge.

17 -

The reading on the scale is then converted to feet, using the

following converting factors for various photo scales:

Photo Scale Each .01 Inch on Photo
(R.F.) (V.C.D. in feet)

1:25,000 21
1:24,000 20
1:23,000 19
1:22,000 18
1:21,000 17
1:20,000 17
1:19,000 16
l;l8,000 15
1:17,000 14
1:16,000 13
1:15,000 13



The five trees selected for measurement must be within a 1/5-

acre plot and may be located anywhere within a 1-acre area in the

stand designated by the plot center. The 1/5-acre area should, in

the interpreters judgnent, be representative of the area.

An alinement chart (see Appendix, page 91 ) has been developed

to give volume per acre based on the average crown diameter and

average total height of the five tallest trees in a 1/5 acre plot.

This chart has proved to be effective in hardwood stands.

Volume tables based on total height and visible crown diameter

have been developed for several species or species groups (see

Appendix, pages 814 to 90 ). The gross volume per acre of a plot

or stand can be estimated from these volume tables by counting the

number of trees within a given area in the various total height

and visible crown diameter classes.

General 0--It is important to consider an area of approximately

1 acre when classifying photo plots. In every case the location

of the plot center will indicate the stand-size and forest-type

classes' to be recognized. The 1-acre area need not be circular.

y part of the stand smaller than this may represent only an

integral variation in a forest stand. On the other hand, any area

considerably larger than 1 acre may well represent so many segments

of different volume classes that it would be difficult to estimate

average conditions for the -whole area.

When the plot embraces more than one distinct classification,

the photo interpreter will put a checkinark in the blank column on

the right-hand edge of the photo interpretation plot record sheet.

- 18



This will indicate that the plot may need re-location if selected

for field examination. "Distinct" in this case means that there

must be a definite line of demarkation between the stand-size or

forest-type classes. The party chief responsible for field exam-

ination will determine the actual movement of plot location.

19 -



SELECTING FIELD PLOTS

Some of the photo plots will be selected for field examination.

The number to be examined will vary between volume classes with the

total number neededdependingupon the statistical accuracy desired.

Upon completion of the photo interpretation in a given county,

a suimnary of the interpretation will be suthiitted to the Upper Darby

office for computation of the sampling interval to be used in the

selection of field plots.

Using the plot selection interval assigned to the project by

the Upper Darby office, the field crew will select the field plots.

In doing so, it is desirable to maintain a continuity of field plot

selections by crews within each Survey unit. To accomplish this, each

two.-man crew will be considered as a single individual, and will bunch

its photo interpretation plot record sheets before field plot selection

is started. The balance left in the plot selection interval for each

voLume class will be carried over from one photo interpretation plot

record sheet to the next. The residual, however will not be carried

over to the next county in any unit. Field crews will 'be notified of

anyexceptions at the time sampling intervals are provided.

The first field plot to be selected by each crew for each volume

class within a survey unit will be determined throu a random drawing

from numbers 1 up to and including the interval of selection for

succeeding plots. A table of random numbers to be used f or this purpose

appears on page 92 of the Appendix.

The interval of selection for second and succeeding plots to be

examined in the field might be as fo1lows



Every 7th plot in volume classes 1 and 2

Every 9th plot in volume class 3

Every 11th plot in volume class 4

Every 13th plot in volume class 5

Every 16th plot in volume class 6

Every 20th plot in volume class 7

Every 25th plot in volume class 8

Every 30th plot in volume class 9

Every 150th plot in volume class 0 (intervals for
subclasses will be specified.)

The code number under cubic-foot volume class should be circled

for selected ground plots0 All selected field plots will be pin-pricked

and indicated by a small circle and the plot number recorded on the back

of the photo in ink0

Growth vs. Regular Inventory Field Plots

To obtain a more precise estimate of growth, at the time resurvey

is undertaken, two types of field plots will be taken. One-half of the

plots selected for field examination will be designated as grqwth plots.

On these plots the data will be recorded in a manner that will permit

identification of individual trees at the time of remneasurement.

Selection of the growth plots will be as fo1lows The first

growth plot in each stand-size class will be draun at random frn the

first t-vro field plots0 Thence, every other field plot will becno a

growth plo-to The remaining field plots will, of course, be the regular

inventory plotse Detailed procedures for the measurement and reeordng

of data on both types of plots is found under section "Examining Field

Plots"



Movennt of Plot Locations on Aerial Photographs

If it is indicated on the "Photo Interpretation Plot Record" that

the plot should be moved (see page 23 ), the party chief will determine

the new location of the field plot before going into the field. He will

move the plot center in the direction representing the smallest north

aimuth' bnly far enough to place the plot wholly within the classi-

North azimuth means the smallest angle from north when
reading the compass in a clockwise direction.

fication represented by the original plot center. The plot center will

be moved only if a portion of the plot occurs in a nonforest classifioa

tion. If more than two stand-size classes are involved, the plot center

will not be moved. Forest type will be considered subordinate to stand-

size class.
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The diagrams in Figures and 6 illustrate plot movement.
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Figure 6.,--Movement of photo plot locations in marginal cases
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PREPRING FIELD PLOT RECORD IN TEE OFFICE

The follcwing information should be filled in on the Field Plot

Record, Form 22, before going into the field:

Photo project and print number

Survey unit and minor watershed code

State and County codes

Photo plot number

Photo plot density and ownership class

Elevation - Taken from topographic map and entered
to the nearest hundred feet

Growth plot - Enter code number 1 for growth plot
and code number 3 for regular plot

Stocking and photo plot volume class codes
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SELECTING REFERENCE POINT IN]) ROUTE TO FIELD PLOT

The location of plots selected for examination should be studied

on the maps and on the photos, said the best routes to th by car and

foot selected1 At this time a reference point should be selected. A

reference point is a feature clearly recognized on an aerial photograph

and readily identified on the ground. It may be a bend in a permanent

road, the edge of a cultivated field or pasture, a house or some other

like feature. In outlining the route from the reference point to the

plot full use should be made of roads and trails, and the compass line

should be located in the best terrain and cover type for easy travel.

The determination of the bearing to be run may be accomplished by

any of the following three methods0

1. The first step is to locate two points recognizable on both

the photo and on the ground. The two ground points selected

must be visible from one to the other. The staff compass is

then set up at one point, sighted on the second and the bear-

ing read. This line of sight is then drawn on the photos.

Next, using a protractor, set the bearing corresponding to

that read from the compass on the line of sight drawn on

the photo and draw the north-south line along the zero axis

of the protractor. Then by using two triangles the north-

south axis can be transferred over and drawn through the

plot center. This allcws a quick reading by protractor from

plot center to any point selected as a starting point and

affords a wide selection of reference or starting points.

The accuracy of this method increases -with the length of

ground sight used,
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The reference point selected will provide for a back sight

to an object that can be determined both on the photo and on

the ground. From the starting point on the photo, the party

chief will draw a pencii line to the plot and another line

along the back sight. He will measure the angle included be-

tween the back sight and fore sight with a protractor. In

the field the azimuth from the starting point to the plot is

easily calculated, The accuracy of this method depends upon

the length of the back sight, definition of location points

both on the ground and on the photogrsph, and the accuracy

of plotting. Lack of a good back sight often rules out good

starting points and may lead to considerable extra field

time.

The bearing between two points recognizable on both the photo

and the base map is determined on the base map and transferred

to the photo. From this bearing a north-south line is easily

located and drawn on the photo so as to bisect the field plot.

This allows a quick reading by protractor from plot center to

any point selected as a control point. Reversing this reading

gives the bearing to be run. This method affords a wide selec-

tion of starting points, but the accuracy varies with the *

accuracy of the base map used.
t

Plots should be worked up in groups that involve a minimum of

travel time and effort. Good judgment in selecting reference points

will reduce compass line and require less effort on line actually



selected. Ties from reference points to the plot need not be run on

the cardinal directions and need not be straight lines. The tie to

the plot as scaled from the photo should be shown on the back of the

tally sheet for that plot. Distances should be scaled to the nearest

two tenths of a chain and bearings to the nearest whole degree.
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LOGATIiiG PLOT crTER

Establjshjn Reference Point on the Ground

Yhon the reference point selected from the photo has been reached

on the ground and appears to be acceptable, a sketch of its location,

accompanied by suitable notes, should be drawn on the back of the field

plot tally sheet, The true bearing and scale distance to be run to the

f±eldplot should be included in he sketch. If oossibio, a tree or

trees in the inimeiate vicinity of the reference point should be deeply

bark soribed facing the reference point.

hero the tree bark scratched at the reference point or beginning

point of the compass line is the only identification of the point along a

linear feature, such as a trail, road or lake shore, a horizontal scratch

should be made below stnp height so the point may be recovered if the

tree is cute An H or 2H pencil, or one of equal firmness, should be

used for all field records Figures should be bold enough for easy

reading and yet not become illegible if smudged.

Running the Compass Line

A staff or suitable hand compass and a 2chain trailer tape should

be used along the line or traverse to the plot. The compass will be

used also for determining directions to bearing trees.

In chaining, each tape length should be carefully marked. This

will enable the party chief to find the point ythile the compassmen moves

on. A 12- to 15-pound pull should be used in marking the end of each

tape length, and should be finn enough and of long enough duration to

let the compasaman know positively where to mark the end. An oral
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system of "stick" and "stuck" acknowledgments between front and rear

chainman is he1pfu1

In general, the topographic Abney should be used to measure

slope for the purpose of obtaining horizontal distance. Topographic

trailer tapes are provided for measuring horizontal distaices. Slopes

up to l topographic degrees may be estimated after practice arid the

slope correction likewise estimated. On even nd comparatively gentle

slopes of more than l topographic degrees the rear chaininan can take

an Abney level sight on the compassman before the brush obscures him

and stop him when the trailer graduation corresponding to the Abney

reading is reached, Where slopes are steep or uneven, 1-chain shots

are more reliable, The end of each 2 chains, adjusted for slope, should

be marked on the ground, This procedure should result in relatively

accurate chaining, inasmuch as errors in marking each tape length tend

to compensate, Estimated adjustments should be made for bends in tape

when chaining through dense growths

Whenever possible, one tree will be bark-scratched at the start

and at the end of each 2 chains along the line or traverse. The approxi-

mate distance from the starting point to each marked tree should be

indicated in the notes on the back of the tally sheet, Two scratches,

one about 14 inches directly below the other, at about feet above

ground, facing the reference point, are standard, They are illustrated

on page 93 in the Appendix0 The species and ocularly estimated d.b,h.

of each tree bark-scratched should be recorded on the back of the tally

sheet, Where a marked tree is forked or is otherwise distinctive, the

fact should be noted, The distance in feet and the direction of the
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soribed tree in relation to the compass line will be described, using

the clock systn of classification with 12 o?clock being the compass

line or bearing direction0

In addition to the trees scribed at each 2-chain interval, one

or two more trees along the line between the 2-chain points should be

marked with a single scribe. Information on these trees need not be

entered in the notes

Some discretion should be used in the selection of trees to be

marked along the compass line. Trees least likely tobe cut in the near

future, trees more than 5 inches d.b0h., thick-barked species and long-

lived species are preferable. If a choice is available, the most

distinctive tree should be selected0 Short-lived species such as pin

cherry and mountain maple should be avoided.

Any features not discernible on the photo that will assist materi-

ally in relocating the plot on the ground should be described in the

notes. Where a plot can be located by nearby features without a compass

line, the tally sheet should be noted "Located direct from the photon.

This method of plot location should be used sparingly, and in some oases

it may be advisable to run a traverse or compass line out to a road or

reference point to ensure relocation of the plot for remeasurement 5

years or so in the future6

Establishing the Plot Center

The primary objective is to locate the plot center on the ground

coincident with the same point on the photo When the indicated plot

center at the end of the bearing and distance traversed does not fall

in the same forest type or standsize class it occupied on the photo,
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the plot center generally should be moved. An exception occurs where

the stand has been cut or burned over and the stand-size class changed.

If features can be identified on the photo and on the ground to serve

as secondary reference points, these should be used. If not, the plot

should be located 1 chain within the proper stand, measured from a

*
point on the edge of the proper stand-size class or forest typo nearest

to the end of the actual chainage. This is essential to prevent personal

bias in choosing the plot location. However, care in scaling ties to

reference points should make such cases rare except where the compass

lines are long and no secondary reference points can be detected,

Often, especially when old aerial photos are being used, a portion

of the stand may have been changed because of fire or cutting since the

date the photos were taken. After arriving at the plot center on the

ground coincident with the plot center on the photo the crew chief may

find that the plot now falls within two classifications. He should move

the plot center one plot radius in the direction representing the small-

est north azimuth necessary to place the plot wholly or as nearly as

possible within the classification the plot center now represents. The

following diagram should help clarify this situation;
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After arriving at the plot center on the ground coincident with

the plot center on the photo the crew chief may find that the plot falls

within two distinct forest type classifications that were not discernible

on the aerial photos. lie should move the plot center one plot radius a

in the direction representing the smallest north azimuth necessary to

place the plot wholly or as nearly as possible within the forest type

represented by the original plot center.

Occasionally the plot center will fall in a small stream less

than 120 feet wide and bordered on both sides by strips of forest land.

The plot center will not be moved and the plot radii will be measured

or estimated. All trees falling within their respective plot radii

will be tallied and then marked using a single bark scribe.

Party chiefs should provide suitable stakes for marking plot

centers. These may be made from material rejected at wood-nanufacturing

plants. A 12.-inch stake of durable species is preferred. It should be

driven into the ground until its top is not more than inches above

ground Note should be made on the tally sheet as to the type of stake

used.

Establishing Bearing Trees

Two bearing trees as references to the exact plot center are pre-

ferred but only one is essontiale If no suitable tree can be found

within the radius of the sawtimber plot, 79.8 links, a distinctive

boulder or other object may be noted but no special effort should be

made to mark Ite A8 a last resort, a tree near the line to the refer-

ence point, and not over 2 or 2- chains from the plot center may be

used. Trees of species, sizes, and vigor least likely -to die or be cut



in the next 10 to 15 years are preferred. Trees smaller than 5 inches

d.b.h/ ordinarily should be avoided. Preference should be given to a

D.b.h. is defined as the diameter of a tree at a point 4*
feet above the ground on the uphill side of the tree.

suitable tree on the approach side of the plot.

The trees should be bark scratched as shov in the illustration

on page 93 in the Appendix. One scratch below stump height, facing the

plot center, is to be made to facilitate identification of the stump

later on if the tree should be cut. The tree should be bark scratched

with the upper bearing-tree mark on the side facing the reference point,

as well as on the side facing the plot center. Vihere two trees are

marked, it is desirable to have them 60 to 120 degrees apart. Species

code, d.b.h0 to the nearest inch (6.0 but not including 7.0 being a

6-inch tree), "true bearing" tcen with a stf compass from plot center

to the tree's stump, distance in links and tenths from the plot center

to the estimated center of treets stump, and any special feature such as

forks should be recorded. Bearing trees must also be recorded under

tally or as sample trees according to their distance from the plot center

if within the boundary of the plot. Vhen bearing trees are recorded as

tally or sample trees a fr'<hould be made in the "notes" box of the

bearing tree section of Form 1
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AMINING FIELD PLOTS

On regular plots, the order in which observations and measure-

inents on the plot are taken and recorded is discretionary with each

crew. On growth plots, all sample trees and sawtimber tally trees will

be measured consecutively from a north azimuth in a clock-wise direction.

These trees will have a permanent number assigned in the order measured

so that they can be individually identified when the resurvey is made.

Sufficient effort will be expended on plots selected from cubic-

foot volume classes 0 and 9 to check only nonforest and nonproductive

classification. If, however, photo interpretation was in error, or the

area has attained forest status through natural or artificial reforesta-

tion, the plots should be tallied as any other forest plot.
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GENERAL ENTRIES - FOR!1 #22

The general classifications made in the field, and recorded along

the left-hand side of the tally sheet, will be based on observations of

the stand of which the plot center is a part. This stand should have an

area of at least 1 acre. The only exception to the above rule is that

where a small forest is composed of more than one forest type or stand-

size class, but each forest type or stand-size class is less than 1

acre in size, the location of plot center will indicate the type or stand

size to be recognized.

Photo Project and Print No0

This is taken from Form ffL and entered before field plot is

established.

Survey Unit

This is taken from Form #1j and entered before field plot is

established.

Watershed

This is taken from Form ffI and entered before field plot is

established0

State and County

This is taken from Form #14 and entered before field plot is

establish ed.

Plot

This is taken from Form 4114 and entered before field plot is

established0
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Ownership

0anership classifications will be entered from Form #4 and will

be considered while in the field; if in orror the records including

Form #4 will be changed accordingly. When the ovnership class cannot

be determined in the field enter the codes representing the most likely

ownership, i.e., (79) indicates that it is either a farm woodlot or

other private.

Eleration

This is read from a topographic map arid recorded to nearest 100

feet before field plot is established.

Growth Plot

Enter code number indicating type of plot before plot is estab-

lished; 1 for growth plot or 3 for a regular plot.

Stocking

Stand stocking information will be obtained from forest field

plots where the following conditions are found,

Plots where the P.1, density of stocking has been recorded

as Code 1 (less than 10 percent) or Code 2 (10 percent

through 39 percent).

Plots where the P.1, density of stocking has been recorded

as Code 3 (40 percent through 69 percent), or Code 4 (70

percent through 100 percent), but upon ground examination

the stocking density. has been reduced by fire, cutting,

or other disturbance to less than 40 percent. Indicate

under "1otes" if change occurred within five years.
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In cases 1 and 2 above, actual density of stocking is

deennined by observing five circular sub-plots with a

radius of 9 links each. With the North azimuth as a

center line, the observer takes two paces (about 10 feet)

north from field plot center. This point bocons the

center of the first stocking sub-plot. The sub-plot is

stocked if at least one of the following minimimi condi-

tions exists

(i) The sub-plot contains at least one stem of a tree

species irrespective of size or origin (seedling

or sprout). As a general guide a well-established

seedling in the open is about 2 feet high.

(2) No stems originate within the sub-plot, but at

least one branch from a tree species outside

extends within the periphery.

The succeeding four stocking sub-plots are observed in the

seine manner at intervals of four paces (about 20 feet) along

the North azimuth. If the five subplots cannot be confined

to one stand-size class along the North azimuth, repeat pro-

cedure, first on the South azimuth, then East, end finally

West. The ni.iber of subplots stocked is recorded in the space

provided.

here plots have been P.I.'d in density class 4, but upon

ground examination are found to be in density class 3 for

reason, merely indicate the reason for the change under "Notes".
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Photo Plot Volume Class

This is taken from Form #i and entered before field plot is

established0

Plot and StandSize Class

In sawtiznber stands, a standsize class will be assigned to both

the plot and the stand on a net board-foot volume basis. In poletimber

stands all present and potential sawtimber material will be included in

cubic-foot volume computation to determine stand-size class. (This ex-

cludes all cull trees and noncommercial species.) The estimate will be

ocular but occasional checks should be made by calculat5ng the volume of

the plot and comparing it with the general stand.

Standsize class codes are as follows

Heavy sawtimber stands--lO N board feet net and up per
acre,

Medium sawtimber stands- to 10 M board feet net per
acre,

30 Light sawtimber stands--1, to M board feet net per
acre.

Li. Heavy poletimber stands=Less than l, N board feet net
per acre but containing 6u0 cubic feet and up per acre
in trees ,0 inches d,b,h, and over0 At least half the
minimum stocking must be in pole-sized timber0

Light poletimber stands--200 to 600 cubic feet per acre,
and at least 10 percent stocked with trees ,0 inches
d,b,h0 and over, Half the minimum stocking must be in
polesized timber.

6. Seedling and/or sapling stands-Less than 200 cubic feet
per acre but at least 10 percent stocked with tree species
less than inches d,b.h,

8. 0the productive stands--Stands not meeting the require-
ments of any of the above stand-size classes, Usually
these areas are less than 10 percent stocked with tree
species now, but formerly were more heavily stocked.
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9. Nonproductive-fl-Forest land permanently incapable of produc-
ing merchantable sawtimber stands, These areas are either
too rocky, mountainous, or do not possess the climate and
soil qualities essential for the production of commercial
timber crops.

0. Ncnforest

Nonforest plots will be further classified as:

10 Productive agriculture

2, Water

30 Swamps and other nonproductive open areas, such as
bare rock, dunes, beaches, and mine spoil banks

14. Urban and other areas, active roads, railroads, and
power line right-ofways

. Idle land

Present use and condition is the key to the c.lassifica-

tion of pasture or cropland, Such lands not now used for

pasture or cultivation, i.e., id1e, that are at least 10

percent stocked with tree species should be considered as

forest. Such lands less than 10 percent stocked will be

classified as "Idle", and entry made under "Notes",

Adjusted Stand-Size Class

Disregard this itry, It will be made by the Computation section,

Aspect

This will be observed at plot center down the slope on a line that

crosses the ont.irs at rit angles, The following code will be used:

1 - NE 3-SW
2 - SE 14M

- Level

Forest Type

The detailed forest type code listed on pages 102 tolO6 will be

recorded, Species that dminate the stand will determine the classifica-

tion of forest type, Percentage composition in the detailed types will

be based on cubic-foot volume for sawtirnber and poletimber stands and on
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number of stems for seedling and sapling stands, The forest type for

areas recently clearcut and which, as yet, show no evidence of restock-

ing will be based on the type recently removed as evidenced by stumps

and tops.

Forest Condition

Stands will be classified as old growth, cut over, or young growth.

Most of the remaining old-growth stands are found in the spruce-fir region.

Young-growth sawtimber stands will be classified into stands 'with more

than 50 percent of the board-foot volume in trees 15 inches d.b.h. and

larger, and those 'with less than 50 percent of the board-fbot volume in

trees 15 inches d.b.h. and larger.

Code B

1. Old-growth saw-timber stand so far as can be determined.

Old-growth hardwood sawtimber trees, uncut; softwood
sawtimber trees cut over.

Large young-growth saw-timber stand; over 50 percent of
the boardfoot volume in trees over 15 inches d.b.h.

Small young-growth sawtimber stand; over 50 percent of
the board-foot volume in trees less than 15 inches d.b.h.

Other young-growth stands (poletimber, seedling and sapling,
unstocked),

Stand Quality

Hardwood saw-timber stands will be classified as to the quality of

the trees in the stand. A stand area of one acre in which the plot falls

will constitute the stand classified. Whenever possible, this one acre

(178.4 links in radius) will be within a circle concentric with the field

plote The code for stand quality is as follows
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Code Description

1 Stands in which 50% or more of the
sawbimbor trees contain grade 1 and/or
2 logs.

2 Stands i which 1 to 49% of the saw-
timber trees contain grade 1 and/or
2 logs.

3 Stands in which there are no saw-
timber trees containing grade 1 and/or
2 logs.

Softwood Site

This entry is for the spruce-fir regions of New York, Vermont,

New Hampshire, and Maine. It should be ignored in other areas. Two

classes of softwood sites will be coded:

1 Doninant

2 - Secondary

Dominant softwood sites generally support or once supported a

high proportion of coaifors and may be recognized easily by the general

absence of sugar maple and beech in the hardwood component of the stand.

The hardwoods ocourring in mixture with conifers in these stands (and

may predominate in them today), consist principally of paper birch,

aspen, yellow birch, and red maple. These sites are usually encountered

in swamps, on flats, and high slopes.

Secondary softwood sites support a strong admixture of beech and

sugar maple with red spruce and balsam fir. These sites occupy the

better-drained soils of the lower mountain slopes and ridgelends of

medium elevations. On these sites low ground vegetation is more scanty

while shrub growth and hardwood reproduction assume more imporbance
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Field Date

Enter the date the field work is done,

Chief

Enter the initials or surname of the party chief.

Compassmazi

Enter the initials or surname of the ccmipassman.

Notes

This space will be used to record any data pertinent to the plot

for which space is not available elsewhere on the field tally sheet.

The in,ortance of field experience in photo interpretation is

recognized. Each crew usually will examine the field plots selected

fr the photo plots they interpreted. The fina]. check on photo inter-

pretation will be through comparison of the cubic-foot volume classifica-

tion with the results of field plot examination. Where the field

classification is found to differfroin the photo interpretation, no

change will be made, on the photo interpretation sheet. The interpreter

should try to determine the reason foi such misclassification, enter it

under "Notes" on the tally sheet, and use this experience to improve

future inierprotations

Miscellaneous

netic variation.--The variation set off should be read

to the nearest i/4 degree from air navi ation charts. The

variation is west of true north in all of the Station's

territory. The variation used should be recorded on the

tree tally sheet under "Notes",
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S.A11PLE TREES

General

Sample trees will be taken on circular plots of radii in links

equalling -twice the number of inches of d.b.h. on regular plots and

4 times the number of inches of d.b.h. on grow±h plots. Trees in the

1-, 2-, and 3-inch classes within 6 links of the plot center for regular

plots will be taken as sample trees; trees in the 4-inch class within

8 links, trees in the 5-inch class within 10 links, and so on. This

method of sample-tree selection should give relatively uniform distribu-

tion of sample trees among the various diameter classes.

All tree species listed in the Appendix, including both rotten

and sound culls will be taken as sample trees. However, trees that

are forked in such a manner as toniake it impossible to take normal

measurements will not be recorded as sample trees but will be entered

under tally. A tree having an abnormal d.b.h. caused by other than a

fork should be taken as a sample tree, unless the d.b.h. varies more

than 20 pa reent from normal.

Sample trees will not be duplicated under tally. They will be

transferred to the tally block in Upper Darby prior to card punching.

The numberical species code for sample trees shown in right-hand colunin

of pages 96 to 101 in the Appendix will be used. Breast height (4- feet

above ground on the uphill side of the tree) will always be measured

with a tape. The diameter at breast height should be measured with a

tape and rounded down to the nearest 1/10 inch. For example, the 5.1

inch class limits will be 5.1 inches to, but not including 5.2 inches.
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Tree Vigor

Tree vigor is an expression of the present growth rate of a tree

as conditioned by density, size, and position of the crown plus the

general appearance of the tree0 Tree vigor will be recorded for all

sample trees and for all tally trees on growth plots. The estimate o

tree vigor will not be based upon a comparison of the various trees

occurring on or adjacent to the plot. Rather the individual tree will

be assigned a vigor class based upon the average vigor of this species

throughout its general range.

Four vigor classes will be recognized. These will be recorded

in the V columns on Form #22 for sample poletimber and savrbimbor trees.

The following conditions are typical of each class.

Vigor Class l0---The croans of these trees are large and

dense, of good color, with space for rapid growth in diameter

and height. Usually dominant trees will fall in this class.

Codominant trees may fall in this class if they possess the

above crovm characteristics. The orewn surface of trees in

this class generally has not been reduced by mechanical or

other injuries.

Vigor Class 2..Those trees have less than full croms in

width and length, slower growth due to poorer crown position,

less density or poorer foliage color, occasional dead branches

in the top. Usually codominants will be in this class. Some

overtopped trees may possess sufficiently good crowns to fall

in this class. The poorer doininants may also be included.
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Vigor Class 3-Trees with spdly or onesided crons,

scanty foliage of poor colors dead branches or crown injuries.

Usually overtopped trees will fall in this class, plus the

poorest doininants and eodoininants.

gor Class 4o-These trees are growing under obvious

handicaps, such as severe suppression, injury, or old age.

I-b has been found that crovn classes based on the relative crovai

position of trees, such as dominant, oodominant, and overtopped, do not

always agree with the vigor classes recognized. For example, a tree

may be a dominant but could be classified as a vigor 2 or a vigor 3

tree0 Some overtopped individual are more vigorous than others and

may warrant a vigor 2 classification.

Me rehant abilit Class

Merchantability class will be estimated for all sample pole and

saw-bimber trees, and for all sawtimber tally trees0 It will be based

on the type and amount of cull present and will be recorded unde (M),

The codes to be used are as followsz

1 - Trees without cull

2 - Trees with sound cull only

Trees with unsound cull only

4 - Trees with both sound and unsound cull

5 - Soun cull trees Trees that do not possess at least
one 8foot merchantable log because of sweep, crook,
or an excessive number of kiaots; or trees having 50%
or more of the gross volume of the merchantable length
(log length) principally in sound defect, (Can have
some rotten cull.)
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Rotten cull treesz Trees that do not possess at least one
8-foot merchantable log because of destruction by fungi
following insect attacks, or occurring in seams, cracks,
or scars or trees having 50 or more of the gross volume
of the merchantable, length (log length) principally in
unsound cullo (Can have some sound defect.)

9 - Trees that are presently sound cull because of failure
to meet grade specifications but are otherwise sound and.
will develop into merchantable trees with increase in.
size.

No code has been ew4ablished for trees that are more than 50 per.-

cent cull because of a combination of sound and unsound cull. When trees

falling in this category are encountered, they should be coded as either

merchantability class code 5 or 6, depending upon which t?,ipe of cull

makes up the greatest percentage.

Voli.mie Table Height

Volume table height will be recorded for sample plot-c on regular

plots and for all sawtimber trees. For poletimber trees the height will

be estimated to a sound 4-inch top (dd.b0) or to the point at which

merchantability is limited due to disappearance of the main stem by

branchingo The height will be recorded to the nearest four feet. For

sawtimber trees the number of logs to the volume table height will be

estimated and recorded to the nearest half 16-foot log. The volume

table height of the tree is defined in the paragraph headed "Merchant-

able Height" on page 3 of Mosavage and Girards "Tables for Estimating

Board-Foot Volume of Timber"0 Number of logs will be recorded for cull

as well as for merchantable trees.
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Upper Stem Voltie

Upper stem volume will be recorded for all sawtimbor trees. The

amount of sound material in the main stem between the top of the last

log and a 48 top (d.i,b.) will be estimated and recorded as the number

of 4-foot bolts in the "US" column.

Estimate of Cull Dedutiori

The amount of cull vill be estimated primarily from visible in-

dicators. It is not possible to write infallible rules for estimating.

defect in standing trees. Normally, external indications of defect

provide the best basis for recognizing and determining the extent of

defect. Knowledge of the characteristics of the important wood-rotting

fungi and experience in log scaling is useful, The fieldmen should

frequently watch logs being sawed at mills. This provides valuable

experience for correlating external indications of defect with the

actual cull volume. Most of the cull volume is associated with a few

indications of defect. Listed in general order of importance they arez

Obviously in considering the relation of visible defect to cull

the stand age assumes considerable importance, i.e., over-mature trees

will contain a higher percentage of cull than young, vigorous trees.

Injuries to the forner should therefore be given greater emphasis.

Tree species is also a determinant. For example, injury to basswood

may be presumed to indicate a higher proportion of cull than a similar

injury to white ash.
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1. Canker 6. Fire and lightening
2. Conk and swollen knots scars

3. Visible butt rot 7, Crook and sweep
4. Spiral seam 8. Broken or dead top

5. Hidden rot - rot showing on 9. Branch stubs

increment core or determined
by sounding

10. Frost cracks



Sound cull,o-This is the portion of the stein nonnally not

used for lumber or other high quality material because of sweep,

crook, an excessive number of knots, seams, cracks or soars when

they do not contain rot. Sound cull will be recorded in percent

of gross board-foot volume for the log portion of sawtimber

sample trees only. As considerable sweep may be eliminated by

bucking into 8-foot logs, deduction for crook and sweep should

be estimated for the 8-foot log affected. The table on page

118 in the Appendix may be used as a guide in calculating the

percentage deduction for sweep and crook,

Unsound cullo--Rotten or unsound cull is the volume that

cannot be used because of destruction by fungi following fire

and insect attacks or occurring in seams, cracks, or scars.

This cull will be recorded in percent of gross volume for

poletiinber and saw-timber sample trees. Each poletimber and

sawtjmber tree will be scrutinized for indicators of defect.

Tables of defect deduction giving the percentage of total

board-foot volume by 4-foot or l6-foot section of the tree

appear in the Appendix on page1lt to 117. These will serve

as an aid or guide in making cull estimates. These percentage

estimates will be multiplied by the percent of total tree

volume represented by the section or sections in which the

defect occurs. The summation of these results represents

the total percentage of defect for the tree.
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Example.--Visible defect indicators lead the estimator to

believe that the following percentage estimates should be made

for a 2-log hemlock:

1st 4-foot section - 100 percent cull

2nd 4-foot section 100 percent cull

3rd 4-foot section - 50 percent cull

4th, 5th, 6th, 7th, and 8th 4-foot sections sound

By looking on page 117 in the Appendix it is found that:

1st 4-foot section represents 21 percent of the
total volume

2nd 4-foot section represents 17 percent of the
total voliune

3rd 4-foot section represents 14 percent of the
tota] volume

Remaining sections represent 47 percent of the
total volume

Multiplying:

100 x 21 = 23. percent

100 x 17 = 17 percent

50 x 14 7 percent

Total = 45 percent

White Pine Weevil Damage

Cull resulting from white pine weevil damage will be recorded

for white pine sample poles on regular plots and for all sample white

pine sawtimber trees in the State of Maine. For poletimber sample

trees it will be indicated by recording a in the extreme right-hand

colunn. For sample sawiinber trees the percent of the total cull caused
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by weevil damage will be entered in the percent "W" coitmuis. This entry

is required for each individual log and as a composite figure for the

entire trees

Pulpwood

e stimate will be made of the amount of material meeting pulp-

wood spa olfications in the main stem (from stump height to the 4-inch

top d.i,b.) for all sample poies on regular plots, and for all sample

sawtimber trees. Pulpwood bolt requirements appear in the Appendix on

page 126. For sample poles the ntnber of 4-foot bolts will be entered

in the PWB colwnn, For sample sawtimber trees the number of bolts by

individual logs will be entered in the "PW" cohnn and the pulpwood

material in the upper stn (between top of the last log and the 4" top)

will be entered in the colimm headed "PT".

Hardwood Limbs

A estimate will be made of the number of sound 4-foot bolts,

to a 4" d,i.b., in the limbs of all sample hardwood sawtimber trees.

The only requirement for the limbwood material is that it is free from

unsound defect and that it is at least 4" in diameter. The number of

bolts will be entered in the coliin headed "I'!!,

Diametral Growth

Diametral growth will be measured for sample trees on regular

inventory plots only. Growth for the past 10 years will be measured

on sample saplings 30 inches and over in diameter. Growth on pole

and sawtimber samples will be measured for the past Lwo decades.
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A twentieth scale will be used to measure radial growth on the

increment core and the reading recorded directly on Form #22 as inches

and tenths of inches. This eliminates the necessity for doubling the

radial measurement to arrive at the diametral growth. For example, a

reading of 15/20 would be mcorded as 1.5 inches; 16/20 as 1.6 inches;

or 21/20 as 2.1 inches. The most recent full 10 years' growth should

be measured, from the cambiurn during winter and from the beginning pont

of new spr±ngwood during the other seasons. The 11-20 yearst growth will

be measured from the inside edge of the tenth annual ring to the inside

edge of the twentieth annual ring. Considerable care must be exercised

to secure accurate measurements for species and individual trees whose

annual rings are difficult to distinguish. A reading glass should be

used for such trees.

Log Gradin,

Log classificat1on and grading will be done to provide data on

quality of sawtimber measured by the Forest Survey.

When examining logs in the tree as part of the procedure of

making a volume estimate, it is necessary to express the log classes

and grades in terms of 16-foot logs because all standard volume tables

are so constructed. This is done by dividing the bole into 16-foot

sections starting at the stump. All logs except the top log shall be

classed and then graded on a 16-foot basis, and not in the shorter

sections permitted by the rules. However, when any 12-foot or 14-foot

section of a 16-foot log is better than the entire log, the grade of

this section shall be given to the entire log. Top logs 12 feet and
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over (recorded as full logs) shall be examined on the basis of actual

length. Top logs 5 feet to 11 feet (recorded as half logs) should be

examined asfo1lowsg Sections 8 feet to 11 feet, on the basis of the

best 8 feet; sections 5 feet to 7 feet, as 'though 8 feet long.

Each login a saw±imber-size sample tree will be classified.

The following classes will be recognizeth Hardwood factory logs,

hardwood structural logs, softwood lumber logs , and hardwoodand soft-

wood cull logs. Hardwood factory and softwood lumber logs will be

graded and coded in accordance with specifications in Appendix, pages

121 to 125. All other logs will not be graded but classified as Code

5, 4, or 5.

Any logs included in the irchantable height not meeting grade

specifications will be coded Class 5. Logs which fail to meet, specifi-

cations but are otherwise sound and will develop into grade logs with

increase in size will be coded Class 4.

Sample Tree Examples (See Form #22)

Example l.-An B white pine pole with a merchantable height of

26 feet to the .4-inch top. Tree contains butt rot and also

sound cull a± 14 feet caused by the white pine weevil.

Sample on growth plot.--'Record tree species number, vigor

class, and merchantability class, as shown on Form #22.

Sample on reu1ar plot.--The percentage of cull is obtained

as follaws: 1st 4-foot section 100 percent cull = 24 percent

of tree volume. Sound cull at l'i feet not recorded for pole

tree. The total cull for tree is therefore 24 percent.
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Pulpwood bolts.--The tree contains 4 pulpwood bolts as the

first 4-foot section is cull because of rot and the 4th section

cull because of crook. Enter weevil damage as "W9 in blank

OOlUBlfle No percent of cull duo to weevil is required.

Example 2 .--A 3-log white pine tree containing butt rot and weevil

damage in the second log. Tree has 3 sound 4-foot bolts in the

upper st (betaeen top of 3rd log and the 4" top). of these

bolts meets pulpwood specifications.

The percentage of cull for the sawlog portion of the tree is

obtained as follows:

1st 4-foot section 100 percent cull 16 percent
of total tree volume.

5th 4-foot section 50 percent cull = 4 percent
of total tree volume.

6th 4-foot section 75 percent cull = 5 percent
of total tree volume

Total cull in tree 25 percent

Cull in the 5th and 6th 4-foot sections equal to 9 percent is

sound cull caused by the white pine weevila

Pulpwood,--Tree has 2 pulpwood bolts in the main stan between

top of 3rd log and 4" top. The other bolt in the upper stan is

cull because of the size of the limbs.

The first log contains 3 bolts, the first bolt is cull because

of rote

The second log contains 2 bolts, the 5th and 6th 4-foot

sections were culled because of crook.



The third log contains 4 bolts,

The suxrznation of percent cull for each log must equal percent

cull for the sample tree.

Example 3.--A 2-1/2 log sugar maple tree with rotten cull between

12 and 16 feet and sound cull in the second log. Tree has 2

sound bolts in the upper stem (between top of last log and 4

top) and 2 sound bolts in the limbs0

The percentage of cull for the sawlog portion of the tree is

obtained as follows:

1st, 2nd, and 3rd 4-foot sections 100 percent
sound.

4th 4-foot section 75 percent cull = 8 percent
of total tree volume0

5th 4-foot section 100 percent cull = 10 percent
of total tree volume.

6th 4-foot section 75 percent cull 7 percent
of total tree volume0

7th, 8th, 9th, and 10th sections 100 percent
sound e

Total cull in the tree is 25 percent of total tree
volume,

Pulpwood.--No material in the upper stem between last log and

4" top meets pulpwood specifications.

The first log contains 3 bolts, the fourth bolt is cull because

of rot.

The second log contains 2 bolts, the 5th and 6th 4-foot section

are cull because of sweep.

The top half log has 2 bolts.
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Example 4.--A 3-log sugar maple tree described as follows: A grade

2 butt log with rot in the first 4-foot section; a grade 3 second

log with rot in the second 8 feet; and a class 5 log. The main

stam has no sound material above the last log. The limbs contain

5 sound bolts.

The percentage of cull for the tree is computed as follows:

1st 4-foot section 100 percent cull = 12 percent
of total tree volume.

2nd, 3rd, 4th, 5th, and 6th 4-foot sections sound.

7th, 8th 4-foot sections 100 percent cull 16 percent
of total tree volume.

9th, 10th, 11th, and 12th 4-foot sections 100 percent
cull = 25 percent of total tree volume.

Total cull in tree is 53 percent of total tree volume. The total

cull amounts to 53 percent of the tree volume. However, this tree

should not be considered a cull as only 36 percent of the volume

to the top of the last grade log (a 2-log tree) is cull.

Pulpwood.--Only 3 bolts in the first log and 2 in the second

qualify for pulpwood.

Example 5.--A 2-log red oak tree as follows: A grade 3 butt log

and the second log contains 8 feet of structural material and 8

feet of class 4 material. The main stem contains 8 feet of sound

material to the 4" top and 4 sound bolts in the limbs. Total cull

for the tree amounts to 21 percent for the class 4 material.

Pulpwood.--The tree has no pulpwood in the upper stem. The

main stem to the 8" top contains 8 bolts.
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Note thatthe log grade column shall be split in order to indicate

the structural log and the class 4 material n the second log..

Saplings

Trees from lO inches to 4e9 inches d.b0h inclusive are classed

as saplings Only those saplings that, iii he opinion of the crew leader,

will become merchantable poletimber trees will be taken as samples.

Grovrbh plots,--Measure and record all 4D trees from a north

azimuth consecutively in a clockwise direction. Assigu each

tree a permanent number in the order measured and record tree,

number and species in the appropriate columns. Measure d.b.h.

to the 1/10-inch always rounding the measurement down, Record

tree vigor for all samples using vigor class code. No incre-

ment borings will be taken on these plots.

Regular plots.--Only 2]) trees will be taken as samples and

no number assigned. In additii to the data taken on grawh

plots (species, d.b,h., and tree vigor) increment borings will

be made on all saplings 3.0. inches and over in diameter.

Poletinber

Trees from 5,0 inches to 839 inches d.bh. inclusive in soft-

woods and 10,9 inches d.b.h. inclusive in hardwoods are poletimber

trees. Poles that, in the opinion of the crew leader, will not make

savrlimber with increase in size will be classed as culls but will be

taken as sample trees if within the proper radius. The estimate as

to whether or not a tree will develop into sawtimber will be based

on existing defect and not on vigor.
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Growth plots.-.-IVleasure and record all 4D trees from a north

azimuth consecutively in a clockwise direction. Bark scribe all

samples using a single scribe mark. Vthen a sample pole is also

a bearing tree it will be bark-soribed as a bearing tree and a

note made that it is also a sample tree. Assign each tree a

permanent number in the order measured and record species, d.bh.

(to the nearest 1/10-inch) tree vigor, and merchantability class.

No increment borings will be taken on these plots.

Regular plots.--Only 2D trees will be taken as samples. Record

species, d.b.he, tree vigor, and merchantability class the same

as on grow-Ui plots, except that the trees will not be numbered as

in grom±h plots.

Height will be measured to a sound 4-inch top LB. or to the

point at which merchantability is limited due to disappearance

of the main stem by branching. The height will be recorded to

the nearest 4 feet.

The percentage of unsound cull in the stem from a 1-foot

stump to the merchantable top will be estimated and recorded

in percent of total tree volume. Sound defect will not be

considered as cull in poletimber trees.

The amount of material in the stem meeting pulpwood require-

ments will also be estimatede This will be recorded in total

number of 4-foot bolts in the column headed FB. Increment

borings for the past two decades will be made and entered in

the appropriate columns,
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In the State of Maine record a "We' in the last colunui if the

tree is white pine and has weevil damage.

Savimber

Trees 9,0 inches d,b0h. and over in softwoods and 11.0 inches

d.b.h. and over in hardwoods are sawtimber-size trees. There are two

minimum standards for sawtimber trees (1) A tree that contains only

1/2 log must have en 8-foot section entirely free of sound or rotten

cull. (2) A tree contaiiiing more than 1/2 log must have less than

50 percent of the gross volume of the graded length in sound or rotten

cull. height of the sawlog portion of the stem (volume-table height)

above a 1-foot stump will be measured with an Abney level and recorded

to the:nearest one-half log.

1/2 log tree - 8 feet up to 12 feet

1 log tree - 12 feet up to 20 feet

1-1/a log trees - 20 feet up to 28 feet

2 log trees - 28 feet up to 36 feet

2-1/2 log trees - 36 feet up to 44 feet

3 log trees - 44 feet up to 52 feet

3-1/2 log trees - 52 feet up to 60 feet

4 log trees - 60 feet up to 68 feet

Growth plots.--Measure and record all 4D trees from a north

azimuth consecutively in a clockwise direction. Bark scribe all

samples using an X-shaped scribe, In case the sample is also

a beang tree it will be bark-soribed as a bearing tree and a

note made that it is also a sample tree. Assign each tree a

permanent number in the order measured and record the following
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information: Tree number, species, d.b.h. (to nearest 1/10 inch

rounded down), tree vigor, and merchantability class. The number

of logs to volume tabl& height, (s inches d.i.b. hardwoods and

6 inches d.i.b. softwoods) will be recorded to the nearest 1/2

log in the column headed LGS. The amount of sound material in

the upper stem (from volume table height to a 4-inch top I.B.)

will be recorded in number of 4-foot bolts in column headed "US".

The material in the central stem to a 4-inch top, regardless of

the amount and size of limbs, is needed to determine the total

cmount of sound material in the main stem.

Form Class column will be disregarded by the fieldmen as

calculated form class averages will be used.

The percent of cull for the entire tree will be based on

the length of the bole to volume table height. The percent of

sound and unsound cull for werohantability class 4 will be

entered as a combined figure as it is no longer necessary to

indicate the percentage for each te of cull. This informa-

tion will be based on the merchantability class code and on

average measurements taken to date.

The percent of cull caused by the white pine weevil will

also be estimated. This figure will be entered in the column

headed "a" and will be based on the percent of cull estimated

for the entire tree. This entry will be made for white pine

samples in Maine.
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The amount of material meeting pulpwood specifications in

the main stem between volume table height and a ti-inch top will

be entered in the "PT" column0

The number of foot bolts of sound wood in the limbs to a

is-inch d,i,b0 will be recorded in the "HL" column,

No increment borings will be made on growth plots.

Logs will be graded as usual and the class or grade code

entered in the column "LG".

The cull percent for each log will be recorded as a percent-

age of the total tree volume. The tree volume includes all

material up to the volume table heiit of the tree, This will

also be a combined figure for sound and unsound cull, The

percent of cull caused by the white pine weevil will also be

indicated for each log in the manner indicated above.

In the column headed "FJ", enter the number of li.foot bolts

meeting pulpwood specifications in the sawlog portion of the

tree, This entry will be made for each log and, when combined

with the number of bolts suitable for pulpwood in the upper stem

will give an accurate estimate of the total amount of material

suitable for pulpwood0

Regular plots.Take only 2D trees as samples. In addition

to the data taken on growth plots two decade growth measurements

will be taken but the trees should not be numbered and need not

be recorded cisecutively.
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TALLY TREES

General

The db.h. of each tree from 1.0 inches up will be measured with

a diameter tape. Each tree will be marked with keel facing the plot

center to show that it has been measured and recorded. A vertical mark

has been found easiest to make, Tally will be made in the appropriate

species and diameter class block on Form #22 for sapling and poletimber

trees. Lack of space prohibited the printing of all species abbrevia-

tions and codes along the top of Form #22. However, all trees including

the noncommercial species will be tallied by the species code number.

In doing so,' the three blank columns and, if necessary, additional

species columns not needed will be utilized.

Dead trees standing or down that are estimated to have died

within the last 5 years will be tallied. Dead trees will be tallied

on the same size plots as live trees and recorded by the actual or

estimated d.b.h. outside bark in each case. (Leaning or down live

trees will be considered alive.) Trees that were cull trees at the

time of death will not be tallied. Whether or not a tree was a cull

tree at time of death will be based on observations of crook, sweep,

roughness, and indications of rotten defect.

The following code numbers will be used for recording cause of

9 - kiinial

death when this can be determineth

1 Logging injury 5 - Fire
2 - Windthrow 6 - Insects
3 - Suppression 7 - Disease
4 - Lighiing 8 - UniQiown



Trees at or near the plot perimeter will be checked with a tape

to determine whether they fall in or out of the plot. Plot radius is

measured from the tree center at stump height to the plot centers The

party chief reading the tape at the plot center will make the decision

as to whether or not a tree is within the plot. On level to gentle

slopes a tape can be held straight and level and the distances can be

measured directly0 In the poletimber and savtimber plots on steeper

slopes, Abnoy level readings and slope measurements will be used. A

table of slope distances for various slopes is given in topographic

units for the radii of 1/10- (0.1) and 1/5-acre (0.2) plots on the

field code sheet in the Appendix, page 81 . Care will be taken to keep

the Aey level line of sight and the tape parallel. Measurements of

plot radius must be within 1/10 link of the true distance.

Trees very close to the perimeter of the poletimber and savrbimber

plots, might, because of discrepances in measurements between the initial

survey and the resurvey, be considered within the plot in one case and

outside of it in the other. To avoid this difficulty, poletimber and

sawtiinber trees found to be inside their respective plots, but so close

to the perimeter that careful measurements are required to establish

the fact, will be bark-scratched. The bark-scratching will face the

plot center and will be similar to that used on the compass line trees.

Saplings

Measure all trees on a 1/100 acre circular plot, the radius of

which is 179 links0 The tally will be made by species and by the

following 2-inch diameter classes
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2-inch: From 1.0 to 2.9 inches inclusive.

4-inch: From 3.0 to 4.9 inches inclusive.

Sound culls will be tallied by Code 5 Rotten culls will be

tallied by Code 6.

On growth plots all species will be tallied by Vigor Class Code.

For sound and rotten culls the vigor class will be followed by either

Code 5 or 6, thus Vigor Class 2, sound-cull tree, will be recorded 25.

On regular plots each sapling will be tallied with straight line

marks (7%) unless it is a sound or rotten cull in which case it is

recorded as a 5 or 6

Record species, d.bh, and cause of death for all trees that

have died within the last 5 years in the space headed Dead Trees".

Poletimber

heasure all trees on a 1/10 acre plots the radius of which is

56.4 links. The tally will be made by species and by the following

2-inch diameter classes:

6-inch: From 5.0 to 6.9 inches inclusive.

8-inch: From 7.0 to 8.9 inches inclusive,

10-inch: From 9,0 to 10.9 inches inclusive.
(10-inch class for hardwoods only)

Poletimber trees that are incapable of becoming sawtimber trees

will be tallied as cull trees. Sound cull trees will be tallied by

Code 5; rotten culls by Code 6.

Trees that fork a-b or below d.b.h. will be tallied as two sts

and the diameter 3-1/2 fee-b above the fork will be estimated for each
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stein. The d,bh, of swell-1jutted trees will be estimated or measured

at the top of the swell where tree assumes a nonnal taper.

On grewtb plots all poles will be tallied by vigor class code.

For sound and rotten culls, the vigor class code will be followed by

Codes 5 or 6, and circled thus (45) or (46).

On regular plots each pole will be tallied with straight line

marks (%O unless it is a sound or rotten cull in mhich case it is

recorded as a 5 or 6.

Record species, d.b.h,, and cause of death for pole trees that

have died within the last 5 years. On grth plots only, blaze all

dead trees on stem and stump, using a single axe blaze.

Sawtimbe r

Measure and record all trees on a 1/5-acre plot, the radius of

which is 79.8 links. The tally will be made by species and by the

following 2-inch diameter classes:

l0-inch 9e0 inches to l0.9 inches inclusive
(softwood only)

12-inch: llO inches to 12.9 inches inclusive.

14-inch: 13,0 inches to 14,9 inches inclusive.

16-inch: 15.0 inches to 16.9 inches inclusive.

l8-inch 17.0 inches to 18.9 inches inclusive.

20-inch: 19.0 inches to 20.9 inches inclusive.

Etc.

Growth plots.--Measure and record all trees from a north

azimuth consecutively in a clockwise direction. Assigu each

tree a permanent number in the order measured. Record tree
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number species, d.bh by two-inch classes, tree vigor,

merchantability class, and number of logs. The number of

logs (to volume table height) will be estimated and recorded

to the nearest 1/2 log. Log length will also be recorded for

those trees that are now cull because of failure to meet

minimum grade specifications but will make grade with increase

in size (merchantability class 9 trees), In addition to the

volume table height, an estimate will be made of the sound

material in the upper stem. This estimate of the central stem

from volume table height to a 4" top I.B. will be recorded

number of 4-foot bolts.

Trees that fork at or below d.b.h. will be tallied as two

stems and the diameter 3-1/2 feet above the fork and the height

will be estimated for each stem. The height of trees that fork

above d.b.h, will be estimated for the stem with the longest

1ength

Regular plots--Record all data required on grovrbh plots

except individual tree numbers.
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FOREST TYPE M&PPING

The forest type maps are dravai from a combination of ground

observations and aerial photo interpretation. Forest and nonforest

land will be delineated and left uncolored, Conimercial and ttwithdravJnfl

productive forest land will be delineated into detailed forest types.

The type descriptions listed on pagelo2tolO)4will be used and the

proper code numbers entered within the forest areas classified, except

that "iP" will be used to designate nonproductive forest land arid "11F"

nonforest land. Because of the difficulty involved in separating the

red and white oak type on photos covering areas of relatively little

topographic change, the two types will be combined. Code 51, red oak-

white oak, will be used. U.S.G.S. topographic maps in either 7-1/2 or

15-minute quadrangles will be used. The mappert a initials and date of

completion of the map will appear on each quadrangle.

The minimum area of any forest type or other classification to

be mapped is 600 acres. A Dixon pencils Lake Red 32l1, will be used

to encircle the type boundaries and enter the codes, Nonproductive

forest areas will not be typed. All "withdravai" forest land, both

productive and nonproductive will be indicated on the forest type map

by diagonal hatching.

Type lines at the edges of the quadrangles will be tied in to

adjoining quadrangles wherever types cross over.

Field observations for type mapping should be made at every

opportunity, when crews are doing P.1. reconnaissance, and when travel-

ling to vork areas or field plots. Automotive travel should be routed



a

to obtain the greatest amount of field type mapping without excessive

additional travel The observer will enter code numbers on the base

map indicating the location and mposition of types existing on the

grounda Caution will be used in typing areas which are viewed from

distances where species identification is questionable. Caution will

be exercised in field typing of mixed hardwood and softwood stands

during the different seasons The proportion of one to the other will

appear to vary with the presence or absence of hardwood foliage. Aerial

photos used in the field for plot locations should be studied with a

stereoscope while in the field, to compare photos with the forest condi-

tions on and adjacent to the plot and along routes of foot travel to the

plotG This will be valuable in obtaining basic experience in type map-

ping from photoso

Type maps will be completed in the field offices. A stereoscopic

study of the photographs in conjunction with the field typing previously

done, form the basis for final forest type delineation. The type

boundaries are located on the base maps by inspection, using topographic

and cultural features as guides.

The completed type maps will be kept up to date with the field

plot work o the extent that this is consistent with good work planning.

Type mapping will ordinarily be done by both crew miibers. It is good

initial training in the use of aerial photos and consequently can be

done by new men who have not yet become proficient in the interpretation

of cubic-foot volume classes,
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TRANSMITTING FIELD DATA

It is important that precaution be taken to prevent the loss of

any field data, particularly completed Forms #4 and #22, and forest

type maps.

A copy of every field tally sheet (Form #22) should be made and

retained in the field office. These should be clearly marked "Copy'.

The carbon copies of Form 4 should also be retained in the field office.

In addition to making copies of the field tally sheets the field plot

locations should be indicated on a permanent plot record map by a red

ink circle above which is recorded the photo project desigaatioii, roll

number, and photo number. The photo-plot number should be recorded

beneath the circle. These maps and duplicate field sheets will be

retained in the field office until called for by the Upper Darby office.

Plot-tally sheets, photo-interpretation sheets, forest-type maps,

aerial photos, and permanent plot record maps should always be trans-

mitted by registered mail. One copy of the memorandum of transmittal

should be included in the package and the original sent under separate

cover. The receiver should receipt the copy and return it to the

sender.
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PREPARATION OF PROGRESS REPORTS

Form 5 (see page 131) showing progress of work, should be submitted

to the Upper Darby office at the end of each month and no-b later than

the 5th of the following month. Each report should be accompanied by a

map showing -the area covered by photos with P.1. plots locabed on them,

and progress of photo interpretation, ground plot work, and forest type

mapping. Only one report is called for from each crew. This report is

so designed that the full time of each man will be accounted for under

one or all activities, Time estimates should be based on the standard

40-hour week. The only exception 'to this will be legal holidays occur-

ring during the work week and leave without pay. These items will not

be reported. Only one progress map need be suthiibted if two or more

crews are working in -the same survey unit and out of -the same field

office0 The following instructions cover the use of Form 5:

General Headings

All blanks should be completed. The initials of the Party Chief

and his assistant should be used rather than full names.

Photo Interpretation

Enter the number of photo pio'bs interpreted. The number of

plots should be broken down by forest and nonforest as indicated on

Form 5. Manhours bo the nearest whole hour for the party chief

should be recorded in colwpn (a) and for the assistant in co1ui (b).

Man-hours need not be broken down 'by time spent on the photo inter-

pretation of forest and nonforest plobs. All time devoted to photo

interpretation or to preparation for photo interpretation work should
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be inciudede Following are examples of work that should be submitted:

Securing photos Reccmnaissance

Sorting photos Photo interpretation

Securing and preparing ?ny other work done in
maps preparation for P.1. work

Ground Plots

Enter the number of ground plots examined. The number of plots

should be broken down by forest and nonforest as indicated on Form 5.

Man-hours to the nearest vthole hour for the party chief should be

recorded in column (a) and for the assistant in column (b). Man-hours

need not be broken down by tine spent on the examination of forest and

nonforest plots. All tine involved in ground plot work should be in-

cluded. Following are some examples:

Selecting ground plots

Locating groid plots on topographic or road maps

Inspecting anci gathering equipment for field plot work

Travel

Locating plot

Plot examination

Incidental type mapping while enroute to plot

Locating ground plots on permanent plot record maps

Forest Type iiapping

Gross acreage of area covered should be estimated frcun the quad

sheets. Man-hours should be reported as previously explained. When

type mapping is done incidental to ground plot examination it should not
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be included. If a portion of a day is spent specifically in type map-

ping in the field, it should be recorded under type mapping.

Examples of time to be submitted are:

Collection of base maps

Preparation for mapping work

Selection of photos for type mapping

Travel

Type mapping

Ownership

This includes all time devoted to collecting, recording, and

plotting of omriership data. Examples of time to be su1nitted are:

Obtaining data from public and other offices

Recording information on Form 8

Plotting of omnership on quadrangles

Other Activities

These activities should be reported in man-hours by (a) party

chief, and (b) assistant.

Trainin includes the time devoted specifically to instruction

of new men or in the assimilation of new procedures. Attendance at

training conferences would be reported here.

Checkin refers to the checking of field plots and photo inter-

pretation work, generally by the field supervisor assisted by a party

chief e

Reports include that time devoted specifically to the collection

of descriptive data to be used in the writing of statistical or analy-

tical reports. It also includes the preparation of progress and similar

reports.
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Leave includes annual and sick leave. It does not include leave

vMhout pay, such as educational leave or holidays.

Miscellaneous includes only those items that cannot be definitely

charged to other reporting items. Examples of time that should be sub-

mitted are:

Transfer of station

Purely administrative dxbie s

Attendance at meetings other than training

Special surveys not a part of the regular job

Miscol laneous corre spondonce

Mainteaance of official vehicles

Remarks should be used to report any additional items affecting

the progress of wrk and to furnish explanation of estimates when needed.
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CHECKING

The primary purpose of checking all phases of field work is to

obtain a measure of the adequacy of training, and to insure uniform

interpretation of instructions.

Selectin Plots to be Checked

Plots for checking should be selected for each crew by the field

supervisor, and should be visited within 30 days following original

exszninatione It is advisable that the party chief responsible for the

original measurements accompany the field supervisor on the check, so

that any discrepancies can be discussed on the scene.

Generally, one plot per crew month will be checked by the field

supervisor for relatively new mene However, for experienced men one

at the beginning of the season and later occasional checks will be

adequate, unless there is a need for added training. The field super-

visor will select at random the plots to be checked disregarding all

plots that were established more than 30 days prior to date of selection.

A good distribution of plots in the various stand-size classes should be

obtained, eeg, considerable time should not be spent in checking seedling

and sapling plots If a plot is dravm that is extremely inaccessibl. and

would require an inordinate (generally more than one day) amount of time
C

to check, an alternate plot may be drawn0 After completing the check,

the field supervisor should make an analysis of his findings on Form #9,

page 129 in the Appendix, and suit this with the check sheet to the

Upper Darby off ieee
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In general, any errors discovered will fall into one of three

classes errors caused by misinterpretation of instructions, errors

resulting from carelessness, and errors of judnent. Any differences

found between the check and the original work should 'be classified as

above by the field supervisor. He should take immediate action to

correct any errors caused by misinterpretation of instructions, caution

against carelessness, and take steps through training to help the field-

men improve their judgment. Checking also provides the field supervisor

with the opportunity of testing the adequacy of instructions in the

field manual, and may often lead to suggestions f or the clarification

of instructions or the improvement of survey techniques.

Checking Procedure

Before going into the field, a copy should be made of the field

tally sheet, Careful note should be made of any items which were not

filled out properly and completely. A copy should be made of the

directions to follow in reaching the plot. The form should not be

referred to again until the check has been completed, unless it is

found that considerable time can be saved by dividing the check into

logical units, such as bearing tree measurements, sapling tally, pole-

timber tree tally, sawtimber tree tally, etc., and the form referred to

at the completion of each unit. The checker should follow the directions

provided on the plot sheet in traveling to the plots if they are adequate,

no trouble should be encountered in arriving at the plot location. Notes

should be kept of observations en route to the plot, such as:
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Adequacy of reference point

Markings on reference poin.t

Bark scratching of trees along compass line

Recording of physical features encountered

Accuracy of chaining

Accuracy of compass line

After the plot center has been located, the checker should care-

fully measure end record all plot data on a new plot form plainly marked

"check sheet" at the top0 Increment borings should be made about one

inch directly below former boring0 The data recorded on this form should

be compared with the original form before leaving the plot location.

This affords the best opportunity for getting at the cause of any serious

discrepancies0 Special attention should be given to the following:

1 Was the plot center properly located with reference to the
aerial photo?

2 Are bearing trees well chosen, properly marked, and accurately
recorded?

3 Are any sample trees being omitted due to inaccurate measure-
ments from the center point?

d Is the point of merchantability being estinmted with good
judnent?

5 Are diameters being measured 4 feet above the ground i

the upper side of the tree?

6 Are any borderline trees being dropped or added because of
inaccurate measurements from the plot center?

7 Is species identification correct?

8 I good judient being used n making cull estirtes?

90 Is good judnent being used in estimating years since
death and cause of death for dead trees?

lO Does photo interpretation check with conditions on the ground?
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STATE CODE

11 Maine
l2 N.H.
13 Vermont
114 Mass,
iS IL I
16 Conn,
21 N. I.
22 N. J.
23 Penna,
50 Del,
51 Md.
5)4 W. Va.

STATE, COUNTY, AND SURVEY UNIT CODES

Vt, Unit 2 N.Y. Unit 1

77

02 Bennington 13 Delaware
11 Rutland 39 Otsego
13 Windhani 148 Schoharie
1)4 Windsor

N. Y. Unit 2
IL I. Unit 1

0)4 Brooine
01 Bristol 09 Chenango
02 Kent 27 Madison
03 Newport
0)4 Providence N. Y. Unit 3

COUNTY CODE 06 Cayuga
05 Washington

/ Conn, Unit 1 08 Cheinung
Maine./ 12 Cortland

01 Fairfield 3)4 Onondaga
N. H. Unit 1 02 Hartford 5)4 Tioga

03 Litchfield 55 Tompkins
02 Carroll 0)4 Middlesex
0)4 Coos 05 New Haven N. Y. Unit 14
05 Grafton 06 New London

07 Tolland 02 A1legaiy
N. H. Unit ? 08 Windham 26 Livingston

28 Monroe
01 Belknap Mass. Unit 1 35 Ontario
03 Cheshire

149 Schuyler
06 Hillsboro 01 Barnstable 50 Seneca
07 Merrimack 02 Berkshire 51 Steuben
08 Rockingham 03 Bristol 59 Wayne
09 Stratford 0)4 Dukes 62 Yates10 Sullivan 05 Essex

06 Franklin N0 Y. Unit 5
Vermont Unit 1 07 Hampden

09 Middlesex 05 Cattaraugus
01 Addison 10 Nantucket 07 Chautauqua
03 Caledonia 11 Norfolk 15 Erie
0)4 Chittendon 12 Plymouth 19 Genesee05 Essex 13 Stiff olk 32 Niagara
06 Franklin 1)4 Worcester 37 Orleans
07 Grand Isle 61 Wyoming
08 Lamoille
09 Orange
10 Orleans
12 Washington

1/ Unit boundaries for Maine have not been determined,, In
structions covering the units will be issued at a later date.



N. Y. Unit 6

23 Jefferson
2 Lewis
38 Oswego

N. Y. Unit 7

h St. Lawrence

N. Y. Unit 8

22 Herkimer
29 Montgomery
33 Oneida

N. Y, Unit 9

10 Clinton
16 Essex
17 Franklin

N, Y. Unit 10

18 Fulton
21 Hamilton

N. Y. Unit 11

h6 Saratoga

7 Warren
8 Washington

N. Y. Unit 12

01 Albany
11 Columbia
20 Greene
1L2 Rensselaer

1.1.7 Schnectady

STATE, COUNTY, ND SURVEY UNIT CODES

(Continued)

N. Y. Unit 13 New Jersey Unit 1
(Continued)

36 orange
W4 Rockland 12 Middlesex

3 Sullivan 13 Nonniouth

6 Ulster lb Morris
1 Ocean

N. Y. Unit 1)4 16 Passaic

17 Salem
lb Dutchess 18 Somerset
bo Putnam 19 Sussex
60 Westchester 20 Union

21 Warren
N. Y. Unit lS

30 Nassau Penna. Unit 1
2 Suffolk

10 Butler
N. Y. Unit 16 20 Crawford

2 Erie
03 Bronx 37 Lawrence
2)4 Kings )43 Mercer
31 New York 61 Venango
hi Queens

)43 Richmond Penna. Unit 2

78

16 Clarion
New Jersey Unit 1 17 Clearfield

2)4 Elk
01 Atlantic 27 Forest
02 Bergen 33 Jefferson
03 Burlington )42 McKean
oh Camden 62 Warren
O Cape Nay
o6 Cuinberland Penna. Unit 3
07 Essex
08 Gloucester 12 Cameron
09 Hudson 18 Clinton
10 Hunterdon hi Lycoming
11 Mercer 13 potter

7 Sullivan

9 Tioga



Penna,, Unit 14

08 Bradford
3S Lackawanna
ii Monroe

2 Pike
8 Susquehanna

6)4 Wayne
66 Wyoming

Penna,, Unit

13 Carbon

19 Columbia
140 Luzerne
147 Montour
149 Northumberland

)4 Schuylkill

Perina, Unit 6

01 Adams
06 Berks

09 Bucks
l Chester
21 Cumberland
22 Dauphin
23 Delaware
36 Lancaster
38 Lebanon
39 Lehigh
146 Montgomery
148 Northampton
l Philadelphia

67 York

Penna0 Unit 7

STAIE, C0UNTY AND SURVEY UNIT CODES

(Continued)

Penna. Unit 8

02 Allegheny
03 Armstrong
0)4 Beaver
07 Blair
11 Cambria
26 Fayette
30 Greene
32 Indiana
6 Somerset

63 Washington
6 Westmoreland

Del0 Unit 1

01 Kent
02 New Castle
03 Sussex

Md. Unit 1

06 Caroline
08 Cecil
10 Dorchester
l Kent
18 Queen Annes
20 Somerset
21 Talbot
23 Wicomico
214. Worchester

Md. Unit 2

79

Nd. Unit 3

01 Allegany
07 Carroll
11 Frederick
12 Garrett

1)4 Howard
16 Montgomery
22 Washington

W. Va. Unit 1

02 Berkeley
12 Grant
1)4 Haishire
16 Hardy

19 Jefferson
29 Mineral
33 Morgan

W, Va, Unit 2

36 Pendle ton

38 Pocahontas

142 Randolph

W. Va, Unit 3

10 Fayette

13 Greenbrier
28 Mercer
32 Monroe
314 Nicholas
141 Raleigh

)4 Summers
1 Webster

W. Va, Unit 14

03 Boone
20 Kanawha
22 Lincoln

23 Logan
2)4 McDowell
30 Ningo
O Wayne

Wyoming

02 Ann Arundel

03 Baltimore
0)4 Baltimore City
0 Calvert

09 Charles

13 Harf ord

17 Prince Georges

19 St,, Marys

0 Bedford
114 Centre
28 Frai kim

29 Fu.lton

31 Hunt ingd on

3)4 Juniata
1414 Mifflin

Perry
Snyder

60 Union



STATE, COUNTY, MID SURVEY UNIT CODES

(continued)

6

80

Unit 7W Va0 Unit W. Va0 Unit W. Va0

06 Cabell 014 Braxton 01 Barbour

18 Jackson Brooke 17 Harrison

27 Mason 07 Calhoun 21 Lewis

37 Pleasants 08 Clay 2 Marion

140 Putnam 09 D oddridge 31 Monongalia

h) Roane 11 Gilmer 39 Preston

S3 Wirt 1 Hancock 1.6 Taylor

)4 Wood 26 Marshall 147 Tucker

3 Ohio 149 Upshur
143 Ritchie
148 Tyler

Wetzel
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VCD CONVERTING FACTORS AND PLOT AREAS FOR VARIOUS SCALES

82

Photo scale
R0F.

Feet per
.01 in VCD

Plot area in acres under
a i/c acre template

l 2S,000 21 .310

l 2b,000 20 .286

l 23,000 19 .262

1: 22,000 18

1: 21,000 17 .220

1: 20,000 17 .200

1: 19,000 16 .180

l 18,000 iS .160

1 17,000 1)1

1: 16,00o 13 .126

1: 1S,000 13 .112



1,000

5,000

'4J

2,000

S,000
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c

GRAPH FOR ADJUSTING PHOTO SCRLE

R0M SEI LEVEL TO GOUNO ELEVflON

c f 67r

-I,oeo - 000 -3 000 -4,oeo -5,00e 6,000 -7 -000
CP-4ANGE N p-oi-o (rF)

INSTRUCT IONS

Obtain the average photo scale (RF) at sea level and the focal
length of the camera lens (f)0

Find the Imown ground elevation on the left-hand vertical axis
and read across to the applicable sloping f line.

From this interectjon read down to the bottom horizontal axis
and find the amount of change to make in the RF,

Exemple: With an average photo scale at sea level of 1:21,915
and a focal length of 0.6875 feet, adjust the RF for
a ground elevation of 1,350 feet.

Reading across from 1,350 to the £ 6875 line, and then
down to the bottom horizontal axs, you find that the
change in RF for this elevation is -1,950, Therefore,
the RF for a photo of land at 1,350 feet elevation will
be 1:21,915 195O, or 1:19,965.

: :

r -
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'4
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TOTAL HEICrH? CROWN WIITH
VOLUME TABLE

WHITE PINE

Developed in cooperation with U. S. Trorest Service from measurements of
3214 trees on 18 fifth acre plots in Petershazn, Mass. August, 1914,

Values derived from alinement chart of equation log Vl.298 lcg. c +

1.701 lDg, H2.38. 0.1. = 0,83.

Richard F. Bromer'September 1, l91.

814

Crown
Diameter

Total Visible Height in Feet

90 1006o 70 80

Feet BoardFoot Volume (mt. 1/14")

10 14o 60 90 110 1140 180 210

12 60 80 110 iSO 180 220 270

114 70 100 1140 180 220 270 330

16 80 120 160 210 260 320 390

18 90 1140 190 250 310 380 1450

20 110 150 220 280 350 1430 520

22 120 180 21.iO 320 1400 1490 590

214 1140 200 270 360 1450 550 650

26 150 220 300 390 500 610 720

28 170 250 3140 1430 550 670 800

30 180 270 370 1480 600 730 870

32 200 290 1400 520 650 790 950

314 210 320 1430 56o 700 860 1030

36 230 3140 1460 600 750 920 1110

38 250 360 500 6140 810 990 1180



1
Aerial Photo Volume Table

YELLOW BIRCH, BEECH AND SUGAR MAPLE

Prepared by graphical method by Richard Bromer and Harold Jurani under the supervision of Earl J. Rogers.

Volumes are above 1.0 foot stump, including peeled main stem and branches to a top diameter of 4.0 inches inside
bark. No deductions made for defect.

- 8

Visible Total height in feet
Crown

Diameter 20 25 30 35 40 45 50 55 60 65 70 75 80

Peeled volume - cubic feet

3.... 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.2 0.4 0.7 1.2 --4.... 0.0 0.0 0.1 0.6 0.9 1.3 1.8 2.8

5.... 0.0 0.2 0.5 1.0 1.4 1.9 2.5 3.4 4.86.... 0.3 0.7 1.0 1.5 2.0 2.7 3.3 4.1 5.97.... 0.7 1.2 1.5 2.0 2.6 3.3 4.1 5.1 7.1 --8.... 1.2 1.7 2.1 2.5 3.2 4.0 5.0 6.2 8.3 12.89.... 1.7 2.2 2.7 3.2 3.8 4.8 6.0 7.4 9.1 13.8

10.... 2.2 2.7 3.2 3.8 4.6 5.7 7.1 8.6 11.0 15.011.... 2.8 3.3 3.8 4.6 5.5 6.9 8.3 9.9 12.2 16.2 -- --12.... 3.4 3.8 4.5 5.6 6.7 8.1 9.5 11.3 13.6 17.3 21.213.... -- -- 5.5 6.7 8.0 9.2 10.7 12.6 15.1 18.6 22.914.... - 6.7 7.8 9.3 10.5 12.1 14.0 16.6 19.9 24.7

15.... 10.7 11.8 13.5 15.4 18.1 21.5 26.6 --16.... 12.0 13.2 15.0 17.0 19.7 23.4 28.417.... 13.4 14.6 16.5 18.6 21.3 25.4 30.6 --18.... -- -- 14.9 16.1 17.9 20.2 23.2 27.4 33.0 41.019.... -- -- 19.2 21.8 25.1 29.6 35.4 44.6
20.... -- -- 20.8 23.4 27.0 31.8 37.7 48.521.... -- - 22.3 25.1 28.7 34.2 41.2 52.322.... -- 23.9 26.9 31.4 36.7 44.7 56.323.... 25.5 28.8 33.6 39.3 48.5 61.124.... 27.2 30.8 35.9 42.1 52.1 63.9
25.... -- - 29.1 33.0 38.4 45.2 55.9 67.126.... - 35.5 41.1 49.0 59.4 70.3 --27.... - -- -- -- 44.2 52.6 62.7 73.1 81.228.... -- 47.9 55.9 65.6 75.7 85.129.... -- 51.6 59.0 68.1 78.2 88.6
30.... -- 54.7 61.6 70.7 80.4 92.231.... -- 57.4 63.9 72.8 82.6 95.532.... - 59.9 65.8 75.0 84.7 98.933.... -- -- 62.0 67.7 76.6 86.9 101.934.... -- -- 63.8 69.3 77.8 88.9 104.635.... -- 107.136.... -- -- 109.337.... -- -- lU.138.... -- -- 112.7



Aerial Photo Volume Table

YELLOW BIRCH1 BEECH1 AHD SUGAR MkPLE

Board Foot Volume b International 1/4 Inch Rule

/ Prepared by graphical method by Richard Bromer and Harold Juran

under the supervision of Earl J. Rogers.

Voli.iec are above leO fbot stump for trees 11.0 inches d.b.h. and larger
to a usable top, i.e., the point on stein at which nrchantability for
savrtimber is limited by branches, dofonnity, defect or by a diameter of
loss than 6.0 inches inside bark. No deductions made for defect.
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Visible
Crown

Diameter

Total Height of Tree in Feet

35 40 45 50 55 60 65 70 75 80

Feet Volume board feet

6..,
7...

..o

1

1

2

1

2

2

3

2

4

3

5

4
14 26 52

00*

8... 2 3 3 4 6 9 24 35 66

9... 3 4 5 7 9 14 33 47 62

10... 5 6 8 10 13 20 42 60 96

110.. 7 9 11 14 16 28 52 73 111

12... 10 12 15 19 25 36 61 85 124 169

13... 14 16 20 25 32 45 70 96 139 194

17 21 25 31 40 56 78 107 155 219

15... 22 26 30 37 50 66 88 117 172 239

16,,. 26 31 35 43 58 75 96 130 189 266

17... 30 35 40 51 68 85 108 144 209 289

18... 33 39 46 58 75 94 120 158 230 308

19,.. 37 44 52 65 85 104 133 173 249 327

20... 41 50 59 74 95 113 147 189 267 342

21.,, o,. 55 65 82 103 123 159 207 285 356

22.,. ... 60 72. 91 112 134 169 221 301 368

23... ,.. 66 79 102. 123 145 182 238 317 380

24g.. ,., 70 86 112 134 158 195 254 329 395

2.5... .,. 74 92 125 147 171 209 268 341 406

26,., ... 77 97 138 159 183 221 281 349 417

27,., ,., 80 102 155 171 197 235 295 356 427

28..,
29...

... 83

.,.

107
111

166
179

183

198
211
226

248
262

306

318

365
370

436
441

30,,,

31...

...

...

116 196

209

212

227

240

256

278

289

330

341

376

383

445

450

32... .. ... ... 219 238 269 299 355 398 458

... ... 229 256 279 309 366 408 463

34,.,
35,.o

... ...
.,.

237
...

260
269

289
298

318

327

377
385

417
425

473
478

36... .o, .. .. 279 305 336 397 435 4.84



Aerial Photo Volume Table1

WHITE BIRCH

1
Prepared by graphical method by Richard Bromer and Harold Juram under supervision of Earl J. Rogers.

Volumes are above 1.0 foot stump, includio,g peeled main stem and branches to a top diameter of 4.0 inchesinside bark. No deductions made for defect.
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Visible
Crown Total Heit of Tree in Feet

Diameter 20 25 30 35 40 45 50 55 60 65 70 75
Feet Peeled Volume - cubic feet

-- 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.1 0.3 --0.0 0.1 0.1 0.2 0.3 0.5 0.8 -- -- -- -0.2 0.2 0.3 0.5 0.8 1.0 1.6 2.1 2.8 3.9 5.1
0.4 0.5 0.7 1.0 1.4 1.7 2.2 2.9 3.6 4.9 6.00.7
1.0

0.8 1.1 1.3 1.8 2.3 2.8 3.7 4.4 5.6 7.0
1.2

1.2
1.5

1.4
1.8

1.8
2.2

2.2
2.6

2.8
3.3

3.4
3.9

4.3
5.0

5.2
6.0

6.4
7.3

7.9
9.01.5 1.9 2.1 2.5 3.0 3.8 4.5 5.5 6.7 8.2 10.1

10....
11....
12....
13....
14....

1.7
-- 2.0

--

-

2.4
2.7
3.0
3.2
3.6

2.8
3.2
3.6
3.9
4.3

3.4
3.8
4.3
4.9
5.3

4.3
4.9
5.3
5.8
6.3

5.1
5.8
6.4
7.1
7.7

6.2
6.9
7.6
8.4
9.3

7.5
8.3
9.3

10.2
11.2

9.2
10.2
11.2
12.4
13.6

11.2
12.6
13.7
15.0
16.6

13.1
14.6
16.0
17.7
19.6

15....
16.... 4.8 5.8 6.9 8.5 10.2 12.1. 1LQ 1L 01

5.1 6.3 7.5 9.2 11.1 13.6 i6 ;n' o.o17....
18....
19....

-- 6.7
7.3

8.1
8.8

l04
11.2

12.3
13.4

14.8
16.1

il.3 i:2L on 1

7.8 9.4 12.3 14.7 17.4 20.7 25.3
20....
21....
22....
23....
24.... --

8.3 10.0
--

13.3
14.4
15.3
16.4
17.4

16.0
17.3
18.5
19.9
21.1

18.7
20.3
21.9
23.7
25.2

22.4
24.1
25.7
27.5
28.9

26.7
28.5
30.5
32.2
33.8

32.5
34.6
36.6
38.0
389

25....
26. 30.7 35.5 --
27....
28....

- -- --
32.3
33.6

37.1
38.5

29. -- --- 34.7
35.6

39.8
40.8

30....
36.6 41.3



Volumes are above 1.0

inches inside bark.

Aerial Photo Volume Table1

RED MAPLE

88

foot stump, including peeled main stem and branches to a top diameter of 4.0

No deductions made for defect.

Visible Total Heit of Tree in Feet

Crown
Diameter 30 35 40 45 50 55 60 65 70 75 80

Feet
Peeled Volume - cubic feet

.7

.8
1.3
1.4

1.9
2.0

2.3 2.7
2.4 2.9

3.1 3.7

3.5 4.3

5.8
6.5

10.0
11.0

.9 1.5 2.1 2.6 3.2 4.0 4.9 7.3 12.0

1.2 1.7 2.3 2.8 3.5 4.5 5.7 8.1 13.0

1.4 2.0 2.6 3.2 3.9 5.0 6.5 9.0 14.0

1.6 2.4 3.2 3.8 4.0 5.7 7.4 10.0 15.0

2.0 3.0 4.0 4.6 5.2 6.7 8.4 11.0 16.0

10.... 2.9 3.9 4.9 5.7 6.4 7.9 9.6 12.0 17.0

11....
12....

13.

5.1

6.7
8.4

6.1
7.6
9.0

7.0 7.7
8.4 9.4
10 0 11.0

9.5 11.0
11.0 13 0
12.0 14.0

13.0
15.0
16.0

18.0
20.0
21.0

14. 10.0 11.0 12.0 13.0 14.0 16.0 18.0 23.0

15.
16.

12.0

14.0
13.0
15.0

14.0 15.0
16.0 17.0

16.0 17.0

18.0 19.0

20.0
22.0

24.0
26.0

28.0
30.0

17.... 16.0 17.0 18.0 19 0 20.0 21.0 24.0 28.0 32.0

18....
19....

19.0 20.0 21.0
21.0 22.0

22.0 23.0

23 0 24.0

26.0
28.0

30.0
32.0

37.0

39.0

20.

21....

22.0 23.0
-- 24.0

25.0

24.0 26.0

25.0 28.0
26.0 30.0

30.0

32.0

34.0

35.0
37.0
40.0

41.0

43.0
46.0

49.0
51.0

54.0

23....
24....

32.0
35.0

37.0
40.0

42.0
45.0

48.0
50.0

56.0
58.0

25....
26....
27.
28.

38.0
42.0
44.0
46.0
47.0

42.0
45.0
47.0
49.0
50.0

47.0
49.0
51.0

54.0
56.0

53.0
56.0
59.0
62.0

64.0

61.0

64.0
67.0
70.0

73.0

30.

31....

48.0

49.0

52.0

54.0

58.0
60.0

66.0
68.0

76.0

79.0

32.

33....
34....

51.0
52.0

53.0

56.0
57.0
59.0

62.0
64.0
66.0

71.0
73.0
75.0

82.0
85.0
88 0

35....
36.

-
60.0
62.0

68.0

69.0

77.0

79.0

90.0
92.0

1 Prepared by graphical method by Richard Bromer and Harold Juram under the supervision of

Earl J. Rogers.



Aerial Photo Volume Table1

RED SPRUCE, BALSAM FIR, AND EASTERN HEMLOCK

1
Prepared by Richard Bromer and Harold Juram uer supervision of Earl J. Rogers.

Volumes are above 1.0 foot stump, including peeled main stem to a top diameter of 4.0 inchesinside bark. No deductions made for defect.
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Visible
Crown

Total Height of Tree in Feet

Diameter 30 35 40 45 50 55 60 65 70 75
Feet

Peeled Volume - cubic feet

0.5 1.2 2.0 2.8 3.6 4.41.1 1.9 2.7 3.5 4.3 5.1 -- --
1.8
2.6

2.7 3.6 4.5 5.5 6.3 8.0 8.73.4 4.2 5.2 6.2 7.3 9.5 11.73.1 3.9 4.8 5.9 7.2 8.6 10.8 13.43.6 4.4 5.5 6.8 8.2 10.0 12.4 15.0 --4.0 4.9 6.3 8.0 9.8 11.7 14.1 16.7 21.4
10....
11....
12....
13....

4.3
4.4
4.5

5.3
5.8
6.2

7.3
8.3
9.4

9.2 11.1
11.0 12.8
12.5 14.6

13.1
14.8
16.6

15.7
17.5
19.3

18.5
20.1
21.8

22.8
24.2
25.6

26.8
28.4
30.0

14.
-- 10.6

12.5
14.2 16.4
15.1 17.7

18.8
20.3

21.0
22.7

23.6
25.5

27.4
29.2

32.2
34.5

15.
16. 19.5 22.0 24.5 27.3 31.7 38.2
17.... 21.3 24.6 26.4 29.3 34.4 42.5
18. 22.8 25.4 28.1 31.5 38.0 46.9
19.... 24.2 26.8 29.6 33.7 41.8 51.4

25.3 28.3 31.0 36.2 44.7 54.6
20....
21....
22....

26.3- 29.4 32.4
33.7

38.5
40.6

47.1
49.7

57.6
60.0

-- 35.1 42.5 52.0 61.6



Aerial Photo Volume Table1

RED SPRUCE, BALSAM FIR, AND EASTERN HEMLOCK

Board Foot Volume by International i-Inch Rule

1 Prepared by graphical method by Richard Bromer and Harold Juram under the supervision of
Earl J. Rogers.

Volumes are above 1.0 foot stump up to 18 inches D.B.H. and 1.5 foot stump over 18 inches D.B.H. to
a useable top, i.e., the point on stem at vhich merchantability for sawtimber is limited by branches,
deformity, defect or by a diameter of less than 6.0 inches inside bark. Minimum D.B.H. is 9.0 inches.

No deductions made for defect.
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Visible Total Height of Tree in Feet
Crown

Diameter 30 35 40 45 50 55 60 65 70 75 80

Volume - board feet

0
0

0
0

0.2
0.6

1.0
1.6

1.7
2.6

2.2
3.7

2.9
5.1

3.8
8.4 -- --

--
--2....

3....
4.... 0 0 0.9 2.5 4.2 6.0 8.6 15.7 27.5

0 0 1.7 4.0 6.8 9.7 14.5 25.0 41.0 -- --
0 0 3.1 6.2 10.4 15.0 22.3 35.7 52.5 70.0

0 1.1 5.4 9.7 15.5 22.5 31.8 46.0 63.4 81.0

0 2.8 8.9 15.0 22.6 32.2 42.8 58.7 75.0 93.0 --
120

0 5.7 14.0 22.4 32.5 43.0 55.5 73.0 89.0 107

10.... 0 10.0 20.2 31.1 43.3 56.0 70.0 87.5 102 121 137
15511.... 0 15.7 26.0 41.5 57.0 70.0 86.0 103 117 137
17512.... -- 22.7 36.2 52.1 70.8 83.8 99.0 115 133 153
199

13.... -- 46.0 65.0 85.0 99.0 112 128 148 172
223

14.... -- -- 100 112 124 141 165 190

15.... 113 126 136 155 181 212 250
28416.... 123 136 147 167 197 230
300

17.... 134 145 157 179 213 251
32418.... 143 153 167 190 228 270
34519.... 150 161 176 200 242 289

20.... 158 167 183 210 255 306 360
37321.... -- 163 174 192 218 268 321

22.... 169 180 200 224 278 336 388
400

23.... 173 185 205 230 285 348
408

24.... 178 189 210 235 292 360

25.... 181 191 214 239 300 367 415
420

26.... 184 193 218 241 305 374
423

27.... -- 187 197 220 243 310 380
42628.... 189 199 222 245 314 386

29.... - -- - -- 318 392 429

30. 322 397 432
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When it is desired to establish a random starting point for the

selection of field plots from a table of random numbers the following

procedure maybe used,

Let K represent the sampling interval to be used, For

the following set of random numbers K may be a sampling

interval of any whole number from 1 to 999.

Open a book at random and observe the last two digits of

the page number (should the page number be less than 10,

the first digit is 0). Refer to the table of random

numbersJ' below and using the first digit of the number

obtained above as the column number, and the second digit

as the row number read the random number in the table,

Divide this number by K the remainder is the desired

starting point.

For example The sampling interval is given as 2,

The page number selected at random is 72 The column num-

ber then is 7 and the row number is 2. From the table, the

random number is 83)4. Divide 83)4 by 2 and the resulting

remainder is 9, The first plot chosen is 9, the second 3)4,

RANDOM NUMBERS

Adapted from Snedecor?s table,

third fourth 8)4, etc.

Column number

Row
Number

0 1 2 3 6 7 8 9

0 93 l8 030 2O 988 271 887 021t 828 1i80
1 99 677 636 )477 20)4 o)46 l'2 706 296 621
2 103 639 71 5]. Loo 26 709 83)4 261 891
3 868 9l 9 86)4 )432 167 069 961 29 798

112 82 )49 136 863 3 683 172 19)4 33
9O 688 862 83 911 iI5 303 302 080 1i28

6 )4)4 63)4 723 773 800 910 173 623 971 82)4
7 168 7)46 267 77 )4l2 132 l3 138 962 233
8 92)4 9)46 31 776 93 913 160 3O 72 389
9 l6 69 668 93 682 )408 )45 32 681 872



BARK SCRATCHES

COMPASS LINE & PLOT TALLY BEARING TREE

t

4"

514fl +

On compass line marks face
reference points!

On plot marks face plot center

4j Defined on page 25

- 93 -

Do not cut through the living bark

Use special care on thin barked trees
such as beech and on smaller sized
individual trees of all species.

Each bearing tree should be
marked facing plot center.
The bearing tree (of two)
closer to the reference point
should be marked in addition

with the upper type of mark
faOing the reference point.



1/100 acre
17.9 lir)ks (11.8 ft.)
Saplings

GRAPHIC PRESENTATION OF PLOTS FOR TALLY OF ALL TREES

Size of Plot

Radial distance

Tally of Trees

1/10 acre
56.4 links (37.2 feet)
Poletimber trees

9)4.

acre

79.8 links (52.7 feet)
Sawtiznber trees



Diagram Il1ustrating Principles of Tree Grading of Hardwoods

- 9S -

DE F E C T

FACE *3



TREE SPECIES

It has been long recognized that it is often difficult to satisfac-

torily differentiate between a tree and a shrub0 On page S of the new

Check List of Trees of the United States/'a definition is given which kill

- 96

3/ Little, Elbert L. Jr. Check list of Native and Naturalized
Trees of the United States (including Alaska). U. S. Dept. Agr. Handb.
ll, l72 pp., 1953.

be used in The Forest Survey "Trees are defined here as woody plants

having one erect perennial stem or trunk at least 3 inches in diameter

at breast height ( feet), a more or less definitely formed crown of

foliage, and a height of at least 12 feet"0 The following list is not

complete but does include most of the tree species to be found in the

area covered by- this survey0 Species encountered that are not listed

below will be tallied as 99 "other" and a special remark entered under

notes0

Codes for tally and for sample trees

Abrev. Common Name Scientific Name Code Number

wP Eastern white pine Pinus strobus 01

Red pine Pinus resinosa 11

SF Red spruce Picea rubens 02

White spruce Picea glauca 03

Black spruce Picea mariana Oh

FIR Balsam fir Abies balsamea 05



t

CED

SM

Codes for tally and Ior sample trees (continued)

RO

Eastern hemlock

Carolina hemlock

Loblolly pine

Shortleaf pine

Pitch pine

Virginia pine

Northern white-
cedar

Atlantic white-
cedar

Eastern redcedar

Jack pine

Scotch pine

Tamarack

Baldcyores s

Table mountain
pine

Norway spruce

Sugar maple

Red maple

Silver maple

Northern red oak

Black oak

Scarlet oak

- 97 -

Tsuga canaderisis

Tsuga caroliniana

Pinus taeda

Pinus echinata

Pinus rigida

Pinus virginiana

Thuja occidentalis

Pinus pungens

Picea aMes

Acer sac charum

Acer rubrum

Acer saccharinum

Quercus rubra

Quercus velutina

Quercus coccinea

12

Chamaecyparis thyoides 13

Juniperus virginiana

Pinus banksiana

Pinus sylvestris

Larix laricina 16

Taxodium distichum 17

Abrev, Common Name Scientific Name Code Number

06

06

07

08

09

10

18

19

20

21

22

30

31

32



Codes for tally and for sample trees (continued)

Wo

PB

BEE

ASH

Pin oak

Southern red oak

Water oak

Shingle oak

Willow oak

White oak

Bir oak

Swamp white oak

Overcup oak

Post oak

Chestnut oak

Yellow birch

Sweet birch

River birch

Paper birch

merican beech

White ash

Black ash

Green ash

American basswood

Yellow-fl poplar

Mockernut hickory

98

33

314

3S

36

37

140

142

143

1414

148

14

60

Abrev. Common Name Scientific Name Code Number

Quercus palustriS

Quercus falcata

Quercus nigra

Quercus imbricaria

Quercus phellos

Quercus alba

Quercus macrocarpa

Quercus bicolor

Quercus lyrata

Quercus stellata

Quercus prinus

Betula alleghaniensis

Betula lenta

Betula nigra

Betul a papyrifera

Fagus grandifolia

Fraxinus americana

Fraxinus nigra

Fraxinus pennaylvanica

Tilia americana

Lirodendron tulipifera

Carya tomentosa

Co

YB

BAS

YP

HI



Codes for tally and for sample trees (continued)

99

Abrev0 C omrnon Name Scientific Name Code Number

Shagbark hickory Carya ovata 60

Pignut hickory Csrya glabra 60

Bitternut hickory Carya cordiforinis 60

ELM American elm Ulmus americana 61

Slippery elm tjlmus rubra 62

Rock elm Ulmus thomasij 62

ASP Bigtooth aspen Populus grandidentata 63

Quaking aspen Populus tremul oides 6L.

GUN wee tguin Liquidambar sty-raciflua 6S

Black tupelo Nyssa sylvatica 66

BW Black walnut Juglans nigra 68

BL Black locust Robinia pseudoacacja 69

Butternut Juglans cinerea 71

Black willow Salix nigra 72

American chestnut Castanea dentata 73

Hackberry Celtis occidentalis 7".

American sycamore Platanus occidentaljs 7

Black cherry Prunus serotina 76

Honey locust Gleditsia triacanthos 78

Yellow buckeye Aesculus octandra 79

Flowering dogwood Cornus florida 81

Common persimmon Diospyrus virginiana 82



Codes for tally arid for sample trees (continued)

100

Abrev. Common Nane Scientific Name Code Number

inerican holly hex opaca 83

Cucumbertre e Magnolia acuminata 81L

Balsam poplar P opulus balsamifera 8

Eastern cottonwood Populus deltoides 86

Willow species
(except black) Salix species 87

Magnolia species
(except cucumber) Magnolia species 88

NC American hornbeam Carpinus caroliriiana 9D

Downy serviceberry Amelanchier arb orea 91

astern hophornbeam Ostrya virginiana 92

Gray birch Betula populifolia 93

White mulberry Morus alba 9h

Red mulberry Morus rubra 9)

Pin cherry Prunus pensylvanica 9

Sassafras Sassafras albidum 96

S ourwood Oxydendr on arboreixrn 97

Chinkapin oak Quercus muehlenbergii 98

Blackjack oak Quercus marilandica 98

All other noncommercial. species 99

Pawpaw Asiniina triloba 99

Allegheny ôb.inkapin Castanea pumila 99

Northern catalpa Catalpa speciosa 99



Codes for tally and for sample trees (continued)

Boxelder

Eastern redbud

Kentucky coffeetree

Apple Species

Prunus species
(except black
and pin cherry)

Fringetree

Redbay

Carolina
silverbell

Common seetleaf

Allanthus

Striped maple

Mountain maple

American mountain-
ash

101

Acer negundo

Cercis canadensis

Gymnocladus dioi cus

Nalus app.

Prunus spp0

Chionanthos virginicus

Persea borbonja

Halesia carolina

Symplocos tinctoria

Ailanthus altis sima

Acer pensylvanicum

Acer spicatum

Sorbus americana 99

Abrev, Common Name Scientific Name Code Number

99

99

99

99

99

99

99

99

99

99

99

99



FOREST TYPE DESCRIPTION

102

Forest type or
No. group name Species included

OS Aspen - gray Composition: Aspen, pin cherry, gray
birch - pin cherry birch, red maple.

percent or more of stand
Associates: Norway pine, pitch pine,
gray birch, aspen, red maple, pin cherry,
white oak, paper birch, sweet birch,
yellow birch, black cherry, white ash,
red oak, sugar maple, basswood, hemlock,
red spruce, beech, chestnut oak, and
yellow=poplar.

06 Paper birch

Associates Paper birch, balsam fir,
red oak, yellow birch, white pine,
White ash, sugar maple, and white oak.

Composition: Paper birch pure or
predominating.
Associates: Aspen, balsam fir, red
spruce, white pine, yellow birch,
hemlock, red oak, red maple, and
bas swood0

07 Northern hardwood - Composition: White pine 2549 percent

white pine of stand with sugar maple, yellow
birch and beech0
Associates White ash, basswood,
black cherry, red maple, and sweet
birch.

08 White pine Composition: White pine 50-7I percent
hardwood of stand, with red oak, white ash,

sugar maple, yellow birch, beech0

09 Oak Composition: White pine 25-49 percent

10

white pine

White pine

of stand, with white oak, red oak, and
white ash,
Associates: Chiefly red maple, others
are basswood, yellow birch, bigtooth
aspen, sugar maple, beech, paper birch,
black cherry, hemlock, and sweet birch,

Composition White pine making up 7S



11 Hemlock Coniposition Hemlock making up 5'0
or more of stand0
Associates: Basswood, red maple,.
black cherry, white ash, balsam fir,
red spruce, white pine, paper birch,
sweet birch, red oak, and white oak0

12 Sugar maple - Composition Sugar maple, beech, yel-
beech - low birch and basswood predominating.
yellow birch Associates: Red maple, hemlock, red

oak, white ash, white pine, balsam fir,
black cherry, paper birch, sweet birch,
American elm, red spruce, and white oak.

18 Spruce - fir Composition: Red spruce and balsam fir
making up 7 percent or more of the
stand.

Associates: Paper birch, yellow birch,
sugar maple, beech, red maple, hemlock,
white ash, and in swamps: black spruce,
tamarach, black ash, and northern white-
cedar0

20 Spruce fir - Composition Spruce and fir being 0-7I.hardwood percent of the stand, in mixture with
har6woods0

21 Hardwood Compositiong Spruce and fir being 2-L9
spruce - fir percent of the stand, in mixture with

0

Associates: Yellow birch, red maple,
paper birch, northern white-cedar, sugar
maple, beech, hemlock, jack pine, aspen,
and white pine,

2L Cedar Composition: Black spruce, northern
tamarack - white.cedar, and tamarack predominating,
spruce Associates: Balsam fir, black ash, red

maple, paper birch, yellow birch, white
pine, hemlock, and aspen0

26 Ash elm maple Composition: Black ash, American elm,
and red maple predominating; (wet sites).
Associates: Yellow birch, black tupelo,
sycamore, tamarack, black spruce, white
ash, hemlock, bur oak, swamp white oak,
and silver maple0

- 103

Cdest type or
No0 group name Species included



Code Forest type or

No. group name

28 Gray birch red
maple

3S Scrub oak

36 Chestnut oak

38 Pitch, shortleaf,
and Virginia pines

Hard pine - oak

L2 Oak - hard pine

L6 Eastern redcedar

Species included

Composition: Gray birch and/or red

maple pure or predominating; (fresh

to moist sites).
Associates: Birch, aspen, pin cherry,
white pine, white ash, sugar maple,
northern red and white oak and eastern

redcedar.

Composition: Bear oak, pure or

predominating.
Associates: Pitch pine, white pine,
shortleaf pine, other oaks, black
locust, red maple, sassafras, and

black tupelo.

Composition: Chestnut oak, pure or

predominating.
Associates: Other oaks, pitch pine,
black tupelo, and red maple, and occa-
sionally white pine, shortleaf pine,
Virginia pine, and sourwood,

Composition: Single or in mixture,

these pines being 7 percent or more

of the stand0
Associates: Oaks, black tupelo,

hickories, red maple and sweetgtD11.

Composition: Pitch, shortleaf, and

Virginia pines comprising O-7L percent

of the stand in mixture with various
oaks.
Associates: Black tupelo and hickories.

Composition: Pitch, shortleaf and

Virginia pines comprising 2-It9 percent

of the stand in mixture with various

oaks0
Associates: Black tupelo and hickories.

Composition: Eastern redeedar, (juniperis
virginiana) pure or predominating.
Associates: Red maple, gray birch, sweet
birch, aspen,black locust, white oak,
black oak and American elm0
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Code Forest type or
No. group name Species included

So White oak

52 Red oak Composition: Red oak, pure or predomi-
nating.
Associates: Chiefly white ash, red
maple, black oak, scarlet oak, and
basswood with sweet birch, paper birch,
aspen, black cherry, white oak,
chestnut oak, and yellowpop1ar.

55 Cove hardwoods Composition: Yellowpoplar, cucumber-
tree, magnolia, hith ash, sweet birch,
and basswood constituting at least 75
percent of the stand0
Associates Red oak, sweetgum, hemlock,
sugar and red maple, and black locust,
Stands of mixed or occasionally pure
hardwood species occurring in the deep,
moist scLls of lower slopes and extend-
ing up the coves of small streams, par-
ticularly on northern slopes0
Note: The true Cove Hardwood type
occurs in the Appalachian Mountains
and adjoining portions of the central
forest, at altitudes of fran SOO feet
(or less in the north and west) to
h,000 feet in the southern Appalachians.

56 Yellow-poplar-oak

Composition: White oak, pure or
predominating,
Associates: Hickories, black oak,
red oak, yellow-poplar, white ash,
red maple, black tupelo, beech, and
basswood with an understory of dogwood.

Composition: Yellowpoplar, white oak,
and northern red oak predominating.
Associates: Black oak, hemlock and
black tupelo are generally found in
southeastern Pennsylvania, southeastern
New York, southern Connecticut, New
Jersey, Delaware, and portions of
eastern Maryland and West Virginia0
These areas are physiographically
different from the Cove Hardwood range.
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60 Bottomland
hardwoods

69 Loblolly pine

106

River birch Compositicn River birch and sycamore
sycamore predominating0

Associates Red maple, black willow,
and other moist site hardwoods0 Occurs
in strips along streams and is chiefly
nonc ommercia].

Composition Black tupelo, sweetguiii,
white oak, ye1lowpoplar, red maple,
silver maple, elm, and ash in conibina-
tion with other hardwoods constitute
7S percent of the stand0
Occurs in the swamps and first bottoms
along rivers and streams in the coastal
area0

Compositions Pure or at least 7 percent
of stand is loblolly pine0
Associates Chiefly sweetgurn, others
southern red oak, black tupelo, yellow-
poplar, and pond pine0

70 Loblolly pine Compositions Loblolly pine
hardwood percent of stand, in mixture with

hardwoods0

71 Hardwood Compositions Lobloll.y pine 2-L9
loblolly pine percent of stand, in mixture with

hardwoods0
Associatesg Oaks, hickories, sweetguni,
red maple, black tupelo, and white ash0

77 Sweetgum Composition Sweetgum and yellow-poplar
yellow-poplar predominating0

Associates Loblolly pine, red maple,
and white ash0

90 Atlantic white- Conposition. Atlantic whitecedar pre-
cedar dominating0

Associates Gray birch, pitch pine,
black tupelo, pond pine, cypress, and
red maple0

9Lt. Baldcy-press Composi-bion Baldcyprss pure or
predominating0
Associates Black tupelo, red maple,
sycamore, water oak and swamp tupelo.

Code Forest type or
No. group name Species included



Maine Ste John. River 01
Aroostook River 02

Penobscot River 03
Koruiebec River 04
Androscoggin River 05
Saco River 06
Coastal Rivers 07

Now Hampshire aidroscoggin River 05
Saco River 06
Merrimack River 07
Connecticut River 08

Vennont Connecticut River 08
Champlain River o
Hudson River 10

Massachusetts Merrmack River 07
Charles R, & northern, coastal rivers 11
Neponset Ra & southern coastal rivers 12
Taunton River 13
Blackstone River 14
French River (Thames in Corn.) 15
Connecticut River (Upper drainage) 08
Connecticut River (Lower drainage) 16
Hudson River 10
ilousatonic River 17

Rhode Island

Connecticut

New York

CODE SHEET FOR WATERSHEDS IN NORTHEASTEI STA.TION TERRITORY

State
Code No.Watershed

Taiton River
Blackstono River

Blackstone River
Thames River

Connecticut River (Upper drainage)
Connecticut River (Lower drainage)
Housatonjo River
Long Island Sound

Champlain River 09
Hudson River 10
Housatonic 17
Long Island Sound 18
St Lawrence River 19
Mohawk River 20
Lake Ontario tributaries 21
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13
14

14
15
08
16

17

18



State

New York
(Cont'd.)

Pennsylvania

New Jersey

Watershed

Lako Erie tributaries
Allegheny River
Susquehanna River
Delaware River

Delaware River
Susquehanna R., excl. Juniata River
Juniata River
Allegheny River
Lake Erie tributaries
Beaver River
Ohio River
Monongahela River
Youghiogheny River
Potoniac River
Chesapeake Bay tributaries

Delaware River
Passaic River
Raritan River
Coastal Rivers

108

Code NOo

22

23
24
25

Delaware Delaware Bay tributaries 36

Chesapeake Bay tributaries 32

Maryland Chesapeake Bay tributaries 32

Susquehanna River 24

Potomac River
Youghiogheny River 30

West Virginia Youghiogheny River 30

Monongahela River 29

Ohio River 28

Potomac River 31

Kanawha River 37

Big Sandy - Guyandot Rivers 38

James River 39

25
24
26
23
22

27

28

29
30

31

32

25
33
34
35



CUBIC FOOT VOLUME OF POLETIMBER TREES

This is an approximate cubic foot volume table that may be used as an
aid to estimating stands:ize class.
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Merch,
height

Good form Poor font

d.b.h. d,b,h.

6" 8"
[

ion 6" 8" ion

Feet

8 1,1 1,8 2, 1.1 1.6 2.3

12 1,7 2,6 3,8 1.7 2,)4 3.14

16 2,3 3,5 5.1 2,2 33 14.5

20 2.8 14.14 6,3 28 )..i 5.7

2)4 3,14 52 76 3,3 14,9 6.8

28 14.0 6,1 8,9 309 5,7 7.9

32 7.0 10,1 14,14 65 9,1

36 51 709 11.14 5.0 703 10.2

140 5,7 8.7 12.7 5.5 8.1 11.3

14)4 6,2 9,6 13,9 6,1 9.0 12,5

148 io.5 15.2 9.8 13.6

52 11,3 16,5 10,6 1)4.8

56 12,2 17,7 11,14 15,9

60 13.1 19,0 12,2 17.0

6)4

I

20.3 18.2



DETERMINING 17.3-FOOT POINT ON TREE

DOWN SLOPE

Example:

Step 1

Step 2

- Measure 33 feet (1/2 chain) from center of tree.

- Take Abney reading to get slope correction.
Take proper slope correction for i/2 chain as
given in slope correction table.

Stop 3 - Take Abney reading from position determined in
Step 2, to base of tree on the high side.
In this example the reading is + 7.0 topo units
for 1 chain.

Stop 4 - To obtain proper setting for Abney to indicate
17.3' point on trees multiply 17,3 x 2 and add
the reading obtained in step 3 (+ 7.0). This

equals 41.6 topo units which is the proper setting
on the Abney to sight the l73' point on the tree.
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c)-9

Slope

L

DETERMINING 7,3-FOOT POINT ON TREE
UP SLOPE

(4) Li_0. ,c. L7...P2t

,. ...$j,
(

)
Slope

-Jo -. -.
Correction

..-

3.3,

-S
-S

17.3'

Example:

Step 1 - Measure 33 feet (1/2 chain) from center of tree.

Step 2 - Take Abney reading to get slope correction.
Take proper slope correction for 1/2 chain
as given in slope correction table.

Step 3 - Take Abney reading, from position determined in
Step 2, to base of tree on the high sided In
this example the reading is - 29.4 topO units
for 1 chains

Step 4 - To obtain proper setting for Abney to Indicate
17.3 point on tree, multiply 17.3 x 2 and sub-
tract the reading obtained in Step 3 (- 29.4).
This equals 4' 5,2 topo units which is the proper
setting on the Abney to sight the l7.3'point on
the tree.



DETERMINING POSITION FOR MEASURING DIAMETER

AT TOP OF FIRST LOG-DOWN SLOPE

9,
0'

-

9'

0Cy

Slope correction from olinement chart A

/

731

xaxnple S

Step 1 - Measure 33 feet (1/2 chain) from center of tree.

Step 2 - Take Abney reading to get slope. Then down slope from

tree Abney reading is always minus, and a minus slope

correction should be applied. In this example the slope

reading is 1.4 topo units. Correction, from alineinent

chart A, is - 5,2 links or 3.4 feet. Take slope correc-

tion toward tree0 This procedure will maintain 35.046

foot distance from eye to 17.3 foot point on tree.

Step 3 - With binoculars sight on 17,3-foot point on tree from

position determined in Step 2 and determine form class.
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DETERMINING POSITION FOR MEASURING DIAMETER
AT TOP OF FIRST LOG-UP SLOPE

0;

Slope correction

(3) Line of sight with binøcuI0t to et form class
35.046'

or
-

- .dA

'0Pe

17.3'

Example

Step 1 - Measure 33 feet (1/2 chain) from center of tree.

Step 2 - Take Abney reading to get slope. When upsiope from
tree Almoy reading is always plus, and a plus slope
correction should be applied. In this example the
slope read.ng is + 22.4 topo units. Correction, from
Alinemnent Chart A, is + 5.7 links or + 3.8 feet.
Take slope correction away from the tree. This pro-
cedure vi1l maintain 35.046-foot distance from eye to
17.3-foot point on tree.

Step 3 - With binoculars sight on 17.3-foot point on tree from
position determined in Step 2, and determine form
class.
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Me rch.

height
(feet)

percentage of total cubic400t volume for poletimber trees

Four-foot sections

9th 10th 11th 12th 13th 111th

6 6

6 6

8

12

16

20

214

28

32

36

110

1414

148

7

142

30

26

214

2119

20

19

17

16

1

111

13

143

3226
26

23

21

18

16

1

114

13

12

11

23

21

18

17

16

114

13

12

11

11

10

21

19

17

16

114

13

12

12

11

10

10

11

10

999
8888

77

66

-

10

8887
8777
7777
6666

.6 6

6

th 6th 7th 8th1st 2nd 3rd 14th



Percentage of Total Board-foot Volume foi Hardwoods

1 55 145 - -

1-1/2 - 69 31 -

2 - - -

2-1/2 - 146 38 16 - - - - -

3 - 141 - 314 - 2 -

3-1/2 - 38 - 32 - 23 7

14 3S - 29 - 22 - 114 -
32 - 27 - 21 - 114 6

5 - 29 2 - 21 - 114 - U

J{ARIMOODS

Four-foot sections

Logs 1st 2nd 3rd lith 5th 6th 7th 8th 9th 10th 11th 12ti 13th 11ith 15th 16th

1 29 26 214 21

1-1/2 19 18 16 16 16 15

2 15 11 13 13 12 12 U 10
2-1/2 12 12 11 11 10 10 9 9 8 8 -
3 12 10 10 99988 7 7 6 5

3-1/2 10 10 9 99887 7 6 S S 1 3

999 88777 6 6 5 5 11 LI. 3 3

Sixteen400t sectjons

Logs : 1/2 1 1-1/2 2 2-1/2 3 3-1/2 14 L-1/2 5



1JHITE PINE

Percentage of total board-foot vo1uze for white pine

Four-foot sections
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Logs 1st 2nd 3rd Lth 5th 6th 7th 8th 9th 10th 11th 12th 13th lItth 15th 16th

1

1-1/2

33 27

26 20

21

16

19

15 12 11 -

2 21 17 iL 12 10 9 9 8

2-1/2 19 15 12 10 9877 6

3 16 13 11 10 8776 6655
3-1/2 13 12 10 9 7766 6555 S it

10 9 9 8 7766 6555 S It 1414

Sixteen-foot sections

Logs 1/2 1 1-1/2 2 21/2 3 3-1/2 It 14-1/2 5

1 60 ItO

1-1/2 - 77 23

2 - 61t 36 - -

2-1/2 - 56 - 31 13

3 - 50 28 - 22

3-1/2 - LtIt 26 - 21 9 -

it - 36 26 21 - 17

- 33 - 25 21 - 16 S -

5 29 - 25 21 15 - 10



HEMLOCK

Percentage of total boardfoot volume for hemlock
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Logs

Fourfoot sections

1st 2nd 3rd )4th th 6th 7th 8th 9th 10th 11th 12th 13th 1)4th lSth 16th

1 33 27 22 18

1-1/2 27 22 18 1)4 11 8

2 22 17 ]J4. 12 10 9 8 8

2-1/2 1)4 12 11 10 10 9 9 9 8 8

3 13 12 10 10 99777 6
3-1/2 12 10 9 8 88766 6

10 8 7 7 7 6 6 6 6 6 6

Sixteen-foot sections

Logs 1/2 I 11/2 2 2-1/2 3 3-1/2 )4

1 60 )4o - -

1-1/2 81 19 -

2 6 - 3 - - - - -
2-1/2 )47 - 37 16 - - - -

3 - - 32 - 23 - - - -

3-1/2 - 39 - 29 22 10 - - -

- 32 - 2 - 23 - 20 - -
- 31 - 2 - 22 - 18 -
- 29 2 - 21 * 1 - 10



y

Deviation from right cylinder

18

Percentage deduction for sep and crook

(Percent of gross scale for 8-foot logs)

D.i.bo
end (inches)

small
:

Deviati inches) from right c under at center

2 4 6 6 10 12 14 16 18 20

8 35100100 - - -

10 25 100100 - - -

12 25 45 100 100 - - -

14 20 40 100 100

16 15 35 50 100 100 -

18 15 30 45 100 100 - -

20 15 25 40 100 100 - -

22 10 25 35 50 100 100 -

24 10 25 35 45 100 100

26 10 20 30 40 100 100 - -

28 10 20 30 35 50 100 100 -

30 10 20 25 35 45 100 100

32 10 15 5. 35 40 100 100 -

34 10 15 25 35 40 45 100 100

36 10 15 25 30 5 5 100 100

38 5 15 20 30 35 45 45 100 100 -

40 5 15 20 30 35 40 40 100 100 100

/ Computed by Chapman's Formula ( Def. + 1/3



DEFECT PERCENTAGES F)R CIRCULM?. INTERIOR DEFECT IN SAWTIMBER 1/

(Percent of gross scale for hfoot sections)

1/ Calculated from National Forest Scaling Handbook0
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D010B0
small
end

(inches)

:

:
Average diameter of interior defect (inches)

:

:

2 11
: 6 : 8 : l: 12: 111: 16: 18: 20

8 35 100 100 -
10 15 50 100 100
12 10 140 100 100 100
lt 10 25 100 100 100 100

16 5 20 110 100 100 100 100 -
18 5 15 30 110 100 100 100 100 -
20 5 10 20 30 50 100 100 100 100
22 5 10 20 25 110 100 100 100 100 100

211 5 10 15 20 110 50 100 100 100 100
26 0 5 10 20 30 110 100 100 100 100
28 0 5 10 15 20 35 115 100 100 100
30 0 5 10 15 20 30 110 50 100 100

32 0 5 10 10 20 25 35 115 100 100
311 0 5 10 10 20 25 30 110 100 100
36 0 5 5 10 20 20 30 35 115 100
38 0 5 5 10 10 20 25 30 110 50

1.o 0 0 5 10 10 15 20 30 35 110



D1wJCT PERCENTAGES FOR CIRCULAR INTERIOR DEFECT IN POLETIMBER 1/

(Percent of gross scale for Ifoot sections)

Middle d0i0b.,

(Inches)

Average diameter of defect (inches

1 2 3 6

120

Calculated from National Forest Scaling Handbook0

Remarks

100
6 3 12 100

7 2 9 18 100 2 inches clear

8 1 7 1) 21 100 wood around the

9 1 6 12 18 29 100 defect

10 1 9 iL 23 36

6 100
7 2 100 3 inches clear

8 1 7 100 wood around the

9 1 6 12 100 defect

10 1 9 ]J4 100

9 Li inches clear

10 wood around the
defect



HARDVOOD LOG GRADES FOR STANDARD LUMBER

*GRADE FACTORS
S P E C I F I C A T 1 0 N S

Log Grade 1 Log Grade 2 Log Grade 3

Position in tree Butts
Butts & uppers Butts & uppers

Minimum diameter (inches) '13-15 16-19 20+ 12+

Minimum length (feet). 10+ 10+ 10+ 10+ 8-9 10-11 12+

Clear euttings
on each of the

3 best faces

Mm. length (feet) 7 5 3 3 3 3 3 2

Max. number 2 2 2 2 2 2 3 --

Mm. yield in face length 5/6 5/6 5/6 2/3 3/4 2/3 2/3 1/2

Max. sweep and crook allowance
(percent of gross volume) 15 30 0

Max. cull and sweep allowance
(percent of gross volume) 0 50

End defects, although not visible in stand- 'Ash and basswood butts can be 12 inches if otherwise meeting require-
ing trees, are important in grading cut logs. ments for small No. Us.
Instructions for dealing with this factor are
contained in Forest prod. Lab. Ept. 01737.. 210-inch logs of all species can be No. 2 if otherwise meeting require-

ments for small No. l's.
A clear cutting is a portion of a face free

of defects, extending the width of the face. 3Otherwise No. 1 logs with 51-60 percent cull can be No. 2.
A face is one-fourth the surface of the log as
divided lengthwise. 4Otherwise No. 2 logs with 51-60 percent cull can be No. 3.



Class

GRADE SPECIFICATIONS FOR HARDWOOD TIE OR }IEAVY TIMBER 1OG

Clear cuttings

Sweep allowance, Taximum

Single knots
Sound surface

defects

Unsound
defects

Whorled knots

Surface

Interior

No requirements
d.i,., of ama en. of og or

16' log, l/Lj. d,i.b. of small end of
log for each 8t section.
oun. 0 s permitted i dia. of knot

coi1ar1Jnot mo:re than 1/3 of log dia-
meter at point of occurrence,
Any number occurring within " ver-
tical distance permitted if aggregate
knot collarl/ diameters do not exceed
1/3 of log diameter at point of occur-
rence0

See footnotes 2 and 3

See footnote L

/ Knot collar is the average of the vertical and horizontal
diameters of the limb or knot swelling as measured flush with the
suz face of the log,

/ Surface Any number and size if they do not extend into con-
tained Eie and timber. If they extend into contained tie and timber
they shall not exceed size, number and depth of limits of sound knots.

3/ Holes Any number not exceeding knot size specifications if
they do not extend over 3 inches into the contained tie or timbers.

j/ Interior None permitted except one shake not more than 1/3
of the width of the contained tie or timber and ne split not over
inches long,

SOFnIWOODS

All logs of the following species of softwood sawtimber sample
trees will be gradedg

Eastern white pine Spruce
Red pine Balsam fir
Southern pines Hemi ock
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4.

Position in tree Butt and Upper

DO±ObO small end, inches 8i.

Length without trim, feet 84.



GRADE SPECIFICATIONS FOR EASThRN WHITE PINE AND RED PINE LOGS

Grade D0i0b.il Lengtb./

Inches Feet

1 134. 8

l3.l6 l2.16

174. 1O..l6

2 9.16 1oi6

Total2/
deduction
permitted

30%

Surface_clear 100%
Must be 273 surface clear ii
lengths 8t long or longer, or
50% surface clear full length.
Must be 1 2 surface clear in
lengths 8 loig or longer or
25% surface clear full length.

Sound,

2l/2" in diameter0 Larger
sound, t ght knots permitted
only if 50% full length
surface with sound, tight
knots not larger than 2" in
diameter0

30%

123

Surface Requirements

tight knots not over

Sound, tight knots not over
in diameter9 Larger sound,
tight knots permitted only if
50% full length surface with
sound, tight knots not larger'
than 2.1/2t' in diameter0

Sound knots not over 1" jfl
diameter or live knots not
over 2" in diameter9
No surface requirements except
logs with knots 14" or more in
diameter in whorls less than
2' apart will not be accepted
unless 25% or more full length
surface with sound knots not
over 2" in diameter9
No sur:ace requirements excep
that knots over 61 in diameter
cannot be closer than 31 part.

/ Sma1l end of J.og9
/' Without trim

3/ Includes sweep, rot and other cull9

None

25%

816

3 6.7 8-16 25%

8=a3 8.l6 30%

1144. 8i6 140%



SPECIFICATIONS FOR SPRUCE AND BALSAM FIR LOGS

/ Tota
Grade D.1.bO!' Length/ deductior2/ Surface Requirements

1 6"-8" 81_16, 1% Sound tight knots not over 1" in
in 2' diameter permitted.

multiples

9tLl2tt 8'-i6' 20% Sound, tight knots not over 1-1/2"
in 2' in diameter permitted, except that

multiples they cannot occur in whorls less
than 2 feet apart.

13"4. 8'-16'
in 2'

multiples

1/ At small end of log.
/ Without trim.
/ Includes sweep, rot, and other cull. Maximum sweep permitted

in 1" per 8' of length.

SPECIFICATIONS FOR HEMLOCK AND TAMARACK LOGS

ween

Grade D.i.b./ Lengt1'1 Permitted Permitted
Other Requirements

8"-12" 5'-16' 10% 1" per
in 2'

multiples

20% Sound knots not over 2-1/2" in
diameter permitted, e xcept that
they cannot occur in whorls less
than 2 feet apart.

1/ At small end of log. 2 Without trim0

12)4

)4 Sound, tight knots up
to 21/2" in diameter
permitted, except that
they cannot occur in
groups less than 2'
apart0 Shake permitted
up to 1% of gross scale
if not combined th
other serious defects

Sound knots are per-
mitted. Shake per
mitted up to 20% of
gross scale ii' not corn-
birod with other serious
defects0

4

1 8'.i6' 10% None Sound tight knots not
in 2 over 1" in diameter.

multiples

13" + 8'i6' 1" per Lj'

in 2'

multiples



SPECIFICAflONS FOR LOGS OF SOUTHERN PINES

1 io"-i6" 8'+ Surface clear (not considering adventitious
knots and branches),

16"+ Not more than three 2- to It-inch knots and
any number of smaller knots,

2 8"-9" 8'+ Surface clear,

1OtL13tt 81+ Any number of small knots, (less than 2
inches in diameter,)

ii"+ 8'+ Not more than six 2- to L.-inch knots and
any number of smaller knots,

3 6"-7" Any number of small knots not exceeding 1"
in diameter0

8"-l3" 81+ With not more than six 2- to )4-inch knots,

l)1t1± More than six 2- to 14-inch knots. Any log
with one or more knots inches and larger.

Knotty or crooked merchantable logs 8" d,i,b, or over that
do not fall in either No. 1 or No. 2 grader length 10 feet
or over,

- l2 -

Grade D,i,b, Length Surface Requirements



PULPWOOD BOLT REQUENTS

Softs and Hardwoods

Rot None allowed0

Sweep - Maximum of 1-1/2 times
diameter at small end0

Knots - Maximum 2/3 diameter at
point of incidence or
excessively knotty0

Length - L feet except in areas
where s-foot bolts are
cut0
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OWNERSHIP MAP LEGEND

Ownership class Color code

1 National. Forest Orange

2 Indian Lands Yellow

3 National Park Blue

- Other Federal Brown

State Red

6 County and Municipal Purple

8A Industrial Green

8B - Industrial Pink

Delineated ownership areas will be indicated on permanent field

plot record maps by a series of parallel verbical lines using the appro-

priate colore In addition, withdrawn or reserved areas will be indicated

by a series of parallel horizontal lines
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RE-NE
FOREST SURVEY
FOR1I NO. 8

Revised 2/1/55

FOREST LAND OWNERSHIP

State(code) Ownership class Date

/ A breakdown within the general ownership class, such as individual State Park, State Forest,
National Forest, or Game Reserve.

County Total
area Nonforest

Forest land

Nonproductive Productive

Total teserved Not Reserved Reserved Not Reserved

Acres Acres Acres Acres Acres Acres Acres

Totals

Source of information:

Ownership data as of (date):

Agent ]J Sheet No. Recorder



R-NE Form 4
Rev. 3/18/53

PHOTO PLOT INTERPRETATION

Ji Record on first line and on another line Only when designation changes.
12o

g1 Code number for plots selected for field examination should be circled.

State Count Inter.reter Code ) Year 19 Month Da Unit Sheet No.

0

Photo Number . Cubic-foot Volume Class j

. g

P. I. Aids

I 23456 789O
z No. of Plots Carried Overu..UII..u.iUUUURUNIUIUUU

IIUIUUIIIIIiUi
______USUIIIUulUIlUIlU
___

______..-.I..Il..u...I...uiuiii

______-..Ii.ul...iiu..II...
______....i.I..I..Rii.I.R.uuu1uIuiii ua

______ii U11
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SAW-TIMBER TALLY BY 2-INCH GLASSES

0

R-NE FORM 22
Rev. 2/1/55
PHOTO PROJ.

PRINT NO.

SURVEY UNIT

WATERSHED

STAT CO.

PLOT

P P DENSITY

OWNERSHIP

ELEV. (HUND. FT.)

GROWTH PLOT
STOCKING (D. 1-2)

P.R VOL. CLASS

P STAND SIZE
ST. STAND SIZE

ADJ. STAND SIZE

ASPECT

FOREST TYPE
FOREST COND.
STAND QUALITY
SOFTWOOD SITE

:

FIELD DATE

CHIEF

COMPASSMAN

NOTES:

EXAMPLE (2)

EXAMPLE (3)

EXAMPLE (4)

EXAMPLE (5)

DBH

02

04

06

08

111111111 uIuIuuuuIuIuIuI
1111111 uhIIIIIIIIuIIIIIII
1111101. "IllIlt111111 11111111IllIllOhlIllIll IDBH

DBH

SAW-TIMBER SIZE SAMPLE TREES LOGS

DEAD TREES

GD

CED

SAMPLE SAPLINGS
DG

RO WO

SAMPLE POLES

NO MM NO DBH

0l ______ __ -
__________
DBH

54
BEE

55
ASH

SAMPLE POLES (P)
0
10DBH
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Ground plots examined

Area typed

Commodity drain
Type of Survey

Ownership

For. N.F.

Gross acreage

% completed

Sutnitted b
Date

Man-hours reported by (a) party chief, (b) assistant.
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State Unit Month ending Party Chief

Assistant

Other activities: Training Checking Reports Leave Misc.
a, b, a. h, a, b, a. b, a. b.

Remarks

Photo interpretation: No. plots Man hours
For. N.F. (a) (b) !/



Checked by

State

Photo Proj.

IL,

1, Reference point adequate?
2. Markings on reference point
3, Tree marking along line
ii., Record of physical features

Remarks

Unit

Photo No.

N(YrES FOR RELOCATION OF PLOT

PLOT RECORD

Plot center located correctly? 6.
Bearing trees - 7.
a1 Choice of trees
b, Tree marking 8.
c. Accurately recorded 9.
Sample trees 10.
a, Omissions
b. Accuracy of measurements 110
C. Number of pulpwood bolts ré

corded correctly 12,
Point of merchantability 13.

correct 1)3,

Sufficient height measurements
on tally trees

132

Date

County

. Sketch map adequate
Notes adequate
Accuracy of chaining

8 Accuracy of compass line

t

RE-NE
FOREST SURVEY
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CHECK ESTIMATE

B. H. point correct
Measurement to borderline

trees
Species identification
Judgment in cull estimates
Judgment in mortality

estimates
Marking dead trees

& stumps
Log Grades
Stand classification
P.1. check
a. Type
b, Standsize
c., Density


